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Notes &
PP. LL. CC. VV.

54 (12 ) DM^H and the 1 before D&quot;3n2n. Thus we get: At the time of

Eliashib, under the reign of Darius of Persia, there are recorded

as heads ofpriestly families : Joiada, Johanan and Jaddua. Cf.

v. 12. [For nj&amp;gt;
instead of by cf.

note on Num. 23,18; Crit. Notes

on Ezekiel, p. 114, 1. 53; p. 115, 1. 47. P. H.]

21 ( 25) According to VAN HOONACKER (Sacerdoce Lev., pp. 64f.)

]1ttbb, and
2}p&amp;gt;5?

are here associated by an error of the copyist

who puts in names familiar to him.

55, 2 ( 44) [For fPtwn see above, p. 70, 1. 24. P. H.]

3 ( 45) For the name nfcfrtP cf. Babyl. Sullumd. 10

6 (13, i) MARQUART (pp. tit., p. 36) regards c. 13 as connected with Ezra

9,1-10,44.

1 5 ( 6) MARQUART reads Vfi; at the end of his days for ill D^V This

verse does not seem to be in its right place here; see the article 15

in HASTINGS Bible Dictionary, vol. i, p. 822.

20 ( 14) [ill nn should be pronounced f\J&\ cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs,

p. 67, 1. 22.

21 ( 15) ill D iNO should be pointed D^Nfl; cf. Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 49,

1. 23; p. 53, 1. 48; Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 64, 1. 11. 20

33 ( 21) For the original meaning of HTJJNI (cf. above, p. 65, 1. i) see ibid.

p. 45, 1. 46.

( 23) For #1 la^n read n^nn as in Ezra 10, 14. 17 (contrast v. 18). The
omission of the first n is due to haplography just as we often find

JT2 instead of JV33
(cf. Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 63, 1. 6). ill WiO 25

does not mean I visited (besuchte in KAUTZSCH s Textbibel; cf.

BERTHEAU-RYSSEL ad loc.} but 7 saw (AV, correctly, In those

days also saw IJews that had married &c.). The n prefixed to

Dnw is the generic article (GES.-KAUTZSCH 126,1). ill n Win
111 D stP3 IS^nn D^linvi is a case of prolepsis, like Gen. 1,4; Num. 30

32,23; iK5,i7 (cf. GES.-KAUTZSCH ii7,h); contrast construc

tions like Prov. 23,22
b

. For the use of the article as a relative

pronoun (cf. also Ezra 8,25; 10,14.17) see note 38 of the paper
cited above, p. 67, note a

. P. H.]

( 24) TORREY (op. tit., p. 51) regards ill DPI DP ]1C^31 as an addition of 35

the Chronicler s.

38 ( 29) CHEYNE (Jewish Relig. Life, p. 68) renders; Remember, it is

to them, and not to me, that I have attained priestly dignities.

I have purged the priesthoodfrom all strangers, and maintained

each of the offices of the priests, and of the Levites. 40

For reconstnitt,

For Santas

45

P- 2 5, 1- 37 read rcconstruit.

p. 26, 1. 36 read Samas.
For form p. 26, 1. 37 read forms.
For points p. 26, 1. 37 read point.
For , before Neh. 3,3, p. 28, 1. 8 read ;.

For Neh. 7,20, p. 28, 1. 16 read Neh. 7,25.
For mw p. 31, 1. 42 read min\
At the beginning of p. 35, 1. 42 prefix (9).
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51 (8 ) op. cit., p. 226, the D^3fc instructed the people in the Law, while

the D^IBID expounded and supplemented it. P. H.]

9 ( 13) VAN HOONACKER (Restaur., p. 239) regards M iBbn Nity h as

an interpolation.

5

21 ( 9, 6) DRIVER (Introd.
6

, p. 550, below) says that *~\\y letri should very
possibly be restored from (5. [Cf. OORT, Emend.

23 ( 17) Ptn 12JV1
(cf. Num. 14,4) means neither they appointed a captain

(so AV; in KAUTZSCH s Textbibel: wdhlten einen Anfiihrer; cf.

Ex. 18,25; Deut. 1,15) nor they turned their head (so BERTHEAU 10

adloc. and SiEGFRlED-STADE, p. 449
b
below); the phrase is probably

equivalent to the Assyr. sakdnu sa rest (or qaqqadf) to make head,
z. e. to resist (NE 146,1; 51,17) see JAOS 16, p. cix. P. H.]

52,35 (10,27) & njnw, Babyl. Axiidma; cf. above, p. 68, 1. n. 15

37 ( 29) [M pa seems to be a gloss to jni\ cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs,

p. 65, 1. 6. If we read
] 3Bi, the 1 is the Waw explicative; cf. Dm

13TI3N1 9,16 and Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 53, 1. 12.

38 ( 34) For roijflon nnb, lit. pile-bread, i. e. unleavened cakes piled up on
the sacrificial table, see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 44, 1. 9. 20

The primitive meaning of 193 is not to cover but to wipe (^&quot;&quot;(nriD);

cf.
KB 6,78,20 and Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 43, 1. 42.

39 ( 35) For
]3/lj3

see ibid. 1. 43.

40 ( 38) For HD^V rw*n the first bread baked of some dough, which was

originally equivalent to D JB Dr6, Assyr. akal pdni, lit. advance 25

bread, see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 50, 1. 50. NIKEL, op. cit.,

p. 202, n. 2 translates JVtftn Ehrenportion, which is certainly more
correct than Erstling des Schrotmehls in KAUTZSCH S Textbibel,

Num. 15,20. P. H.]

30

53,25 (11, 17) $& KW, Babyl. Abdd; & SNtetf, Bab. Sarnie a; Mty}, Bab. Catalan;

cf. also Jtt ^i 12,36. For cuneiform s = tf see Crit. Notes on

Proverbs, p. 34, 1. 47.

29 ( 3 2) This town nj2J? in Benjamin may be the place intended in Is.

10,30 (M njap), and CHEYNE (Exp. Times, Sept. 1899) proposes 35

to correct the text of Isaiah accordingly. Cf. Crit. Notes on Isaiah,

p. 96, 1. 41.

41 (12, 8) ittl*m Kin filTH by (read nn&amp;lt;1&amp;gt;n) belongs according to VAN HOON
ACKER (Restaur., p. 253) to Mattaniah, and his name and this 40
notice must have originally stood apart from the preceding names.

45 ( 9) VAN HOONACKER (/. c.} thinks that beyond a doubt &quot;H35? must be

read instead of M 13V (Q
e
r

&quot;2J?).

54i 5 ( !?) [r*?^P (&amp;lt;/
v - 4 1 ; a so IPJP v - 5) plene ) OJO Nch. 10,8; Ezr. 10,25)

Babyl. Miniamini. P. H.] 45

13 ( 22) JJITP, mentioned between
J&amp;gt;TV

and JNT, is in v. 23 called the son

ofyffyf. B. PICK (Lutheran Church Review, Jan. 1898, p. 130)

says we must therefore suppose that $&, \T\W in v. 1 1 is a mistake

for ]2ni\ That the latter is the correct form of the name he ar

gues from Josephus (Ant., xi,7,i) who calls him lujdwri?. 50

14 WINCKLER (Forsch., sec. ser., 2,221) thinks that the usual emenda
tion of this passage ~\y, instead of 4tt by as adopted above, p. 22,

1. 19, is quite insufficient. It is better, he says, to strike out M
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48 ( 6 ) above, p. 65, 1. n. KAUTZSCH s Textbibel translates correctly:

und zwar iverden sie des Nachts kommcn (AV, yea in the night
will they come to slay thee). P. H.]

45 ( 19) For ^yi CHEYNE (pp. cit., p. 49, note) would read evil reports of
me

[ fia^; cf.
Num. 13,32; 14,37; see also above, p. 35, 1. 10.]

53 ( 7, 2) TORREY (pp. cit., p. 42, n. i) ventures the conjecture that njNP

should be inserted between & ttnttV^yy, and thinks that the ex- 10

pression refers to the officer in charge of the gate service men
tioned in the Talmud (cf. SCHURER s Gesch. d.jiid. Volkes$, 2,274).

49,17 { 7) & rn
vt !

? ? (Ezra 2,2 ISDtt) is a doubtful form. MARQUART pro

poses m&DN Aspadat, a Persian name; cf. WELLHAUSEN, 1st:

n. jild. GeschJ, p. 163. [Contrast NIKEL, op. cit., p. 77. For 15

the initial B == N cf. ])tfrn
= Babyl. Araxsdmna; see ZA 2,266.

- P. H.]

50, 4 ( 65) KOSTERS identifies the Tirshatha with Neh.; hence he concludes

that this passage cannot be earlier than his time. MEYER, in a

recent article (Exp. Times, 9,67) refers the title to Sheshbazzar, 20

who is mentioned, MEYER thinks, also in i Chr. 3, 18 as Shenazzar;

cf. above, p. 26, 1. 38 and p. 58, 1. 14.

20
( 70) A more probable reading than .ill s is suggested by Ezra 2,69

ntt D irto ninpi D^N ntpan D^o f)D3i, viz. five hundred mince of
silver and thirty priest s garments, nirOT 1

[niNB IPftn &quot;D^aO&quot; *p:V ]&amp;gt;
25

[] D^P D^HD; see VAN HOONACKER, Restaut:, p. 35; cf. also

RYLE, Cambridge Bible, on Ezra 2,69.
2 5 ( 73) WELLHAUSEN proposes to strike out the last three words, &quot;&quot;331

nnp btnw, as a needless repetition. But TORREY (pp. cit., pp. 26f.)

says, the testimony of Jtt and all the Versions is unanimous in their 30
favor. The awkward repetition is explained easily enough by
TORREY as being due to the Chronicler.

43 ( 8, 8) [We must read, following KCU dbibctaxev
v

E0pct&amp;lt;;,
Ul

tf&amp;lt;l_fc&amp;gt;i3
&amp;lt;lOtJM&amp;gt;

while Ezra communicated the divine decisions (Bhfito denominative 35

Piel, cf. Babyl. piristu); see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 51, 1. 12.

NIKEL, op. cit., p. 23 says that the Levites gave not merely a

paraphrase of the rviin but added some comments. P. II.]

5 1
. 5 ( 9) MASPERO (op. cit., p. 789, note) says, there is an interpolation to

identify Nehemiah with the representative of the Persian Court; 40
he agrees apparently with the view stated above, p. 51, 1. 3, that

i\\ sin rp&m is to be struck out. VAN HOONACKER also accepts this

emendation (Sac. Lev., p. 50 and note). MARQUART regards the

mention of Nehemiah in the Ezra document, as well as the men
tion of Ezra in the Nehemiah document (Neh. 12,6), as additions 45

by the Chronicler. [According to NIKEL, op. cit., p. 200, n. i the

name rPttrU is not interpolated but the following words tfnunnn Kin;

cf. above, p. 50, 1. 45. P. H.]
VAN HOONACKER (pp. cit., pp. 5of.) regards ill DTattn the Levites

who instruct the people as a title indicating a habitual office. 50

[NiKEL, op. cit., p. 22 translates teachers
(cf. ibid., p. 171), adding

that this term points to professional instruction in the Law
(cf.

the

title miD; HAUPT, Assyr. E-vowel, p. 22). According to NIKEL
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45 ( 3 ) Similarly we have, in the same verse, Hananiah, one of the apo
thecaries. [For this use of p cf. Assyr. mdru in ;/zar ummdni (HW
86b), ;/zr ispari (HW I47

a
), wr bariiti (ZlMMERN, Babyl. Relig.

p. 87).
- P. H.]

CHEYNE (Expos. Times, Ap. 1899, p. 331) says that if armory 5

were the sense, pwan JV3 would be required. He prefers ptfan
SSfJ&V, which may have been (5 s reading. &quot;At any rate the break
down for pC*3 or p$3 armor is so complete elsewhere that it is

not prudent to adopt it here, where certainly nothing in the con

text suggests it.&quot; 10

25 ( 25) M rns&amp;gt;, Babyl. Padfima; see above, p. 65, 11. 25.32; p. 70, 1. 15.

\Padiima might be explained as a contraction viPadaidma (contrast
PiZiidma= &amp;lt;\ t), with elision of intervocalic i (DEL., Assyr. Gr.

41, b), and iama might represent ni.T (so PINCHES in PSBA
15,15; cf. HOMMEL, Aufsdtse und Abhandlungen, Munich, 1890, 15

p. 2, n. 4); see, however, JAGER in Beitr. zur Assyriol. 1,470 (cf.

ibid. 2, 137 and Crit. Notes on Jeremiah, p. 44, 1. 25) and JASTROW
inJournal ofBiblical -Literature, 13 ,

1 1 4 . 1 23 ; ZAT 16
,
i ; ZA 10

, 23 1
;

cf. HILPRECHT and CLAY, op. cit., p. 48, n. 7; KITTEL in HERZOG-
HAUCK s RE3, 8,537. For nirr =

^kj&amp;gt;.
iahuA (notyahvi, HOMMEL, 20

Ancient Heb. Tradition, p. 101) see JAOS I4,xcix, n. *. Heb. nbv
is an intransitive impf. a, = ^; cf. rfil=galiita. P. H.]

46,29 ( 34) TORREY (op. cit., p. 38) thinks the clause jneW h&quot;r&amp;gt;\ vnN &quot;3B^ loin

may be an interpolation on account of the mention of Samaria.

Sanballat was not a Samaritan. TORREY regards Sanballat as the 25

prince of a stronghold near Jerusalem. Cf. above, p. 67, 1. 13.

In place of M imrn VAN HOONACKER (Restaur., p. 175, note)

proposes DTl^n, and says that DH 1

? [OoRT, D\1^KV] must be regard
ed as pleonastic. He suggests as an alternative: nr6 tojyin.

( 38) [According to WINCKLER, Altorient. Forsch., second series, 3,405 30
Sn means here not half but entirety, completeness; so, too, in

1. 8 of the Inscription of Mesha. P. H.]

47, 9 ( 4, 6) 1ft is obscure and confused. The emendation adopted above,

p. 13, 1. 28 helps very much, but perhaps the text of (5 pure and 35

simple is preferable: Kai Y^VT *b? r|X9o0av i loubaioi oi

oiKouvteq ^xoueva OUTUUV, xai euroaav f|uiv, Avapaivouaiv ^K udv-

TUDV TOJV TOTTUJV ^9 fina?, i. e., D^SK D Sttf^n D^Wn 1N3 imo H 1

!

13^y nittpDH b3IS &quot;by U^ noM. See the article Nehemiah in HAS
TINGS Bible Dictionary, p. 1991, note. 40

43 ( 14) [As the preceding word ends in 1 the omission of the \ before

IJTibN is evidently due to haplograp]iy. P. H.]

48 ( 17) For &amp;lt;tt D&quot;Dn inbtf K, TORREY (op. cit., p. 39, n. i) reads

1T2 (cf. above, p. 47, 1. 45) as in 2 Chr. 25,10. He says it is easy

to see how n might be mistaken for 0. [OORT, ire&quot;
1

? for 4tt Q&quot;on. 45

48, 9 ( 5, 8) For -H3 cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 60, 1. 51. P. H.]

13 ( 14) CHEYNE (Jewish Relig. Life, p. 50) says, the text of this verse

can scarcely be accurate; but he does not attempt a correction.

5

26 ( 6,10) [For nrey put under taboo see W. R. SMITH, Semites*, p. 456.

28 The 1 before r6^ may be correct; the whole clause D i nW&amp;gt;l

pin
1

? may be a gloss introduced by the Waw explicative; see
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44 ( 2 ) Jehoiakin, Ezek. 19,9; see Crit. Notes on Ezekiel, p. 71, 1. 42.

The change of the original &quot;I to h in b$&
(cf.

Crit. Notes on Prov

erbs, p. 53, 1.
31)&quot; may, of course, have been influenced by the

verb ^itf, but, as stated above, there is no original connection

between the noun &quot;$ and the verb ^&amp;gt;yo. M ibss rOl?V 9||Fm is a 5

circumstantial clause (so AV and KAUTZSCH s Textbibel}; it is not

necessary to prefix the article to rOBW (so LUTHER following (53),

nor is it likely that the Queen addressed the same question to

Nehemiah. But if Nehemiah served wine in the presence of the

Queen he was probably a eunuch; cf. Is. 56,3; iy 127, and see 10

Hebraica 11,141, also CHEYNE S Introduction to the Book of Isaiah,

p. 311, n. 3. For !?J$ =
&quot;Ut^ see note on Deut. 7,13. P. H.]

30 ( 10) ta^Sip is called a Horonite, but the name is Babylonian, its right

form being, not Sin-uballfy but Sin-muballit, as the finite verb

would require an object between subject and predicate ; see WlNCK- 1 5

LER, Altorient. Forschungen, second series, 2,228, n. I. [It is well

known that the D in Babylonian was often silent, mussur was

pronounced ussur &c. (see ZA 2,270; JAOS 16, p. cvi); cf. however
HlLPRECHT and CLAY, op. a /., p. 21. P. H.]
1 n)31B is, according to VAN HOONACKER (Sac. Lev. p. 375), the 20

same person as the ^NiO of Ezr. 4,7; [cf. SELLIN, 2,33.

For CHEYNE S hypothesis concerning the epithet &quot;ibj?n 13n see

NIKEL, op. at., p. 189. P. H.]

46 ( 3, i) TORREY ascribes vv. 1-32 to the Chronicler. For M irHBftp (bis} 25

he reads innj?. This he bases confidently on 3,6. (5 fiyiaaav =
icnp without suffix. Consecrating a gate or wall is against Heb.

usage.

( 4) [The first element of K bwrB tt is the Babylonian part, musezib,
the causative of 2ty. The correct explanation of the verb arts was 30
first given by PoGNON in his L inscription de Bavian (Paris, 1879)

p. 183; see Beitr. z, Assyr. 1,13. P. H.]

( 7) M .Tt^tt, cf. Babyl. Balataa. [For the interchange between b and
m see ZA 2,268; cf. above, p. 63, 1. n.

48 For inan -a nns XD?^ cf. NIKEL, op. tit., p. 59. P. H.] 35

52 ( 8) See on v. 19, below, 1. 49.

45, 6 ( 13) pjn, Babyl. Xanun (*=); cf. above, p. 65, 1. 32.

19 ( 19) For B soften pe|n n^ nip VAS read irupfou dvapdaeiu? Tfj?

rf|&amp;lt;; yuuviaq 6 irupYou suggests ^i for Jl ni| ;

may be for tfJin, a misreading of M p|n. STANLEY 40
A. COOK (Expos. Times, Mar. 1899, p. 220) proposes S^an n^S?

pty|n ^Jl3tt //z^ ascent of the turning of the &quot;wall before the armory,
this agreeing with v. 20. L has a doublet with a marginal gloss,

ei&amp;lt;;
TO opo? = mnn, which has been wedged in between dmtfuj

and OUTGO = VinK v. 20. In M we find the corrupt rnnn in v. 20. 45

(A
VAS

). The gloss seems to have worked its way into a second

passage, v. 8, due to the verses having stood opposite to each
other in parallel columns.

B has in v. 8 : Uzziel, son of Harhaiah, goldsmiths, rrrnn

should be omitted; then read D^BIISH, Uzziel, one ofthe goldsmiths. 50

[See also note 99 of my paper on Babylonian Elements in the Levitic Ritual in
vol. 19 of the Journal of Biblical Literature (Boston, 1900) p. 77. P. H.]
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43 (10,41) M ^lt,
&amp;lt;f/

Babyl. Iddirtia-ill\ [see, however, above, p. 65, 1. 4.]

( 43) Jll Xi&quot;3T, Babyl. Zablnd \na for a; r/i above, p. 65, 1. 27].

46 ( 44) TORREY (pp. tit., p. 32) thinks that Neh. 9.10 are the direct con

tinuation of this abruptly ending chapter, and that they are also

the product of the Chronicler s pen. See also CHEYNE, Jewish 5

Relig. Life, p. 62.

CHEYNE (/. c.} emends the text at the close of this verse after

the true Septuagint text : and they dismissed them with their

children. CHEYNE S true Septuagint text is found in i Esdr.

9,36: KCU cur^Xutfccv aurdq ouv Texvoi^, /. e. D 33 Dj; ]nK in&amp;gt;&amp;gt;Bh. 10

(or 1.T33). [OORT, Emendationes (Leyden, 1900) A jfl IB Bn Dnsa]
This passage has been much discussed by VAN HOONACKER

and KOSTERS. The former (Restaur., p. 282) accepts (5, and

gives the following as the Hebrew original: 0^21 n^Btt DHD D BH,

or, more emphatic, D OS Iran DW DHO n Bn. 15

fo Qtofce on
20

44, 3 ( I, i) According to WlNCKLER (Altor. Forsch., second series, 2, p. 226)

JH D ntoy rot? without any defining name of a ruler connects this

passage with Ezra 4,24 and 6,14.

4tt |t2htf, Babyl. SiTsan. Cf. Expos. Times, Jan. 1901, p. 155.

25

27 ( 2, i) According to WINCKLER (see above, 1. 21) Artaxerxes here and

in 5,14; 13,6 means Darius. [Cf. OLZ 3,373, n. I. P. H.]

M V3Bb JH wn &quot;?! does not yield a satisfactory sense, and all the

various explanations which have been given fail lamentably. &amp;lt;S

reads xai OUK r\v erepcx; ^vibmov aurou = Heb. V3S^ ins HM nVl. 30

Nehemiah waited for the opportunity to speak to the King when

no one else was present, / . e. no other courtier; the Queen was

certainly present (v. 6). See the article Nehemiah in HASTINGS

Bible Dictionary. VAN HOONACKER (Restaur., p. 172) accepts 6,

which he supposes to have come from ViB
1

? sn nvi K&quot;?I. [This 35

reading would seem to be correct; ?n is simply a synonym of

in; cf.
Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 35, 1. 38; p. 39, 1. 28; p. 50,

1. 24. The erroneous punctuation jn, which entailed the change
of rvn to itt Wn, was suggested by D jn, &quot;p

B V^D in tlie following

verse. P. H.] 4

29 ( 6) If we take ^Otfn, the royal spouse in a strict sense, it would mean
here the principal wife of Artaxerxes, Dawaspia, and not Anestris,

the Queen Mother (VAN HOONACKER, Restaur., p. 190, note).

[^jt&amp;gt; (cf. y&amp;gt; 45, 10) has, of course, no etymological connection with

the obscene verb ^(Deut. 28,30; Is. 13,16; Jer. 3,2; Zech. 14,2); 45

it is identical with Assyr. &quot;sigreti
ladies of the harem; cf.

DE-

LIT/SCH S HW, pp. 256
a
.64i

a and Nos. 171.226 (pp. 21.28) of the

Schrifttafel in the fourth edition of DELITZSCH S Cuneiform Chres-

tomathy (vol. 16 of the Assyriologische Bibliothek edited by
DELITZSCH and HAUPT). This word was formerly misread zikrcti, 50

as though it were a feminine form of zikaru male, but it seems

to be connected with ^sigdrii lock, cage, which has passed into

Hebrew as IJPD, miswritten &quot;UlD in the Elegy on Jehoahaz and
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40 , 3(8,15) [For the final a in forms like n^ONI see Beitrdge zur Assyriologie,
vol. I, p. 10 and p. 167, g. P. H.]

10
(

1 6) JB iw^K, #: Babyl. ///-/V/r? [Heb. nj &amp;gt;fe#

= Aram. JjyX; but per
haps we should read etrl (with CD); cf. DEL., HW 28 . 46. P. H.]

28 ( 20) DRIVER (Introd.^, pp. 549 f.) regards the clause D lbn ..... ]n|tf as

an explanatory gloss, and notes that the relative v occurs nowhere
else in Ezr.-Neh. The phrase ni&Bb UJ33 D^&amp;gt;2 belongs to the com
piler.

41 ,20 ( 36) [For the title ^an MSVlffns cf. NIKEL, op. tit., p. 82. The 1 pre
fixed to the following gloss Iran 12 rmnfil is the W^w explica-
//w; 9^ below, p. 70, 1. 17. NIKEL, however, believes that the

auaVHZTIK may have been superior officers controlling the admini
stration of the runs.

33 ( 9, For nxan
cf. Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 98, 1. 8; p. 102, 1. 25; p. 116, 15

1. 2. See also WlNCKLER s Geschichte Israels, part 2 (Leipzig,

1900) p. 88. P. H.]

53 ( 6) TORREY (op. cit., p. 19) says that the Chronicler is fond of using
ntyb

1

? as an adverb ==
exceedingly. That is what we should expect

here. The present construction is difficult, and the conjecture is 20

tempting that iwn originated in a misreading of the first three
letters of the following word

42,42 (10,15) & 0?$, Babyl. Sabbatd a; cf. above, p. 62, 1. 50.

43, i ( 1 8) #1 n^-ta, Babyl. Gadalidma (pronounced Gadaliava; see ZA 2, 25

265). Cf. below, 1. 32 and p. 68, 1. 12.

3 ( 20) itt Oin, Babyl. Xanani
(i. e. Xanani; cf. above, p. 59, 1. 34).

( 22) itt toora, Babyl. Natan ill.

7 ( 23) 4H njnns, cf. Babyl. /fe/a*- (abbreviated).
13 ( 25) M nya, ^/ Babyl. Band ill. 3o

( 26) JH
&quot;!, Babyl. ^4^Vz.

16 ( 28) itt njaan, Babyl. Xananiidma
(cf. above, 11. 25.27).

.#1 ^r is certainly the same as 3, Ezr. 2,9; but which name is

right it is not possible to say. The latter has a certain probability
in its favor. ,c

The name ^ns? is explained by CHEYNE (Expositor, 1897, 5, p. 49),
not as GES. formerly did, whom JHVH afflicted, but as coming
from the Assyrian etellu, detected by PAUL RUBEN in Nah. 2,7,
and meaning great, exalted, or as a subst. lord(cf. DEL., HW I57

b
).

21 ( 31) jtt \\yqy, Babyl. Samaxunu. [For Babyl. x, i. e.
,

= Heb. J? cf. 40
Xaszat=r\va, A umri= ^ny, &c.

; see KAT2
107,11. P. H.]

40 ( 40) itt
&quot;n^ao

was explained in GES. Thes.-. quid sicut liberalis; by
OLSHAUSEN, 277, f., rr 3^33 no. GRAY (Exp. Times, Feb. 1899,
p. 232) says that the 6 forms ending in ou suggest 1 as final con
sonant. Oiv has Maxabvapou = l3:nDD, the last part being the god 45
Nebo; cf. v. 43. 0s reads Axabvapou, having the same ending.
A
Maxvaboopoy and @L Ka i Naba^ou show transposition. GRAY

holds that 1 and n are here, as often elsewhere, confused, and that
we should read 133130 possession of Nebo. In 2R 63, 4

a we find
a name Namkur-Asur possession of Ashur. The corruption may 50
be intentional to get rid of Nebo, just as Abed-Nebo has been cor

rupted to Abednego (ZA 4,49). [For Assyr. makkuru and namkuru
property, possession see DEL.. HW 408 P HI

Ezra
9
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38 ( 6 )
DRIVER (Introd.

6
, p. 549), on the other hand, assigns vv. 16-18

to the Chronicler, who intended these verses as the conclusion of

the Aramaic portion of the building narrative, and so wrote them

in the same language. WINCKLER (A/for. ForscJi., second series,

vol. 2, p. 227; see also DRIVER, op. tit., p. 545) holds that only

Nn&tfnmKl, at the end of v. 14, is a redactional addition, just as

njwns p in Dan. 9,1.

29 ( 19) [npS=/Hw.r appeasement of the divine wrath; cf.
note 60 of

the paper cited below, p. 67, note a
.

40 ( 22) For the etymology of nisa see op. tit., note 80. P. H.]

44 ( 7, i) TORREY (pp. cit., pp. 14 ff.) regards cc. 7-10 as wholly the work

of the Chronicler, there being no genuine Memoirs of Ezra at 15

all (cf. above, p. 57, 1. i). He gives a long list of words from

this passage which he considers as characteristic of the Chron

icler. MASPERO (pp. cit., p. 788, note) says the dates are not part

of Ezra s work ;
but he holds that the Memoirs are authentic.

WINCKLER (Altor. Forsch., second series, vol. 2, p. 244) thinks 20

that Artaxerxes in v. I stands for Darius.

45 ( 6) [Tno anc* nTn S Dack to the same stem; see Crit. Notes on Prov

erbs, p. 55, 1. 37- P. H.]

7) As to M l^on NnD^nmN 1

? jn ri3CO, which was generally supposed

to be the 7
th

year of Artaxerxes I. (B. c. 465-424) i. e. 458 B. c., 25

the date of Ezra s mission is placed by MASPERO (pp. tit., p. 787)

in 369 B. c. VAN HOONACKER (Le Saccrdoce Lcvitique, 1899,

p. 51) says it was the 7
th

year of Artaxerxes II., z. e. 398 B. c.;

see also KENT, Hist, ofJewish People, pp. 199-355- WELLHAUSEN

(GGN 1895, p. 1 86) thinks we should read twenty-seventh year, the 30

number twenty having been omitted by a copyist. This would

make Ezra s date 427 B. c. MARQUART (pp. tit., p. 34) declares

that this verse belongs to the Redactor, and has suffered in trans

mission, the correct date being 368 B. C. or 365 B. c. See also

WINCKLER, Altor. Forsch., second series, vol. 2, p. 242, who says 35

Ezra came to Jerusalem in the 7
th

year of Darius II., z. e. B. C. 416;

[cf. below, p. 66, 1. 27; NlKEL, op. cit., p. 148. P. H.]

49 ( 11) CHEYNE (Jewish Relig. Life, p. 71) thinks that by the title IBbn

the writer meant that Ezra was the author of the lawbook; there

would be no object in giving him such a title if it only meant 40

copyist. [Contrast NIKEL, op. tit., p. 162, n. 2; see also ibid., p. 23.]

39, 3 ^ 12) According to TORREY (pp. cit., p. 58, n. i; see also Journal of

Biblical Literature, vol. 16, Boston 1897, p. 167, note i) D^0 has

dropped out after -itt X tttP.

16 ( 24) [p.St corresponds to the Babyl. zammare; see ZlMMRRX, /&amp;gt; &amp;lt; //&amp;gt;-. 45

zttr babyl. Rel., p. 93 and
cf. above, p. 60, 1. 24 and p. 56 of the

paper cited below, p. 67, n. *. P. H.]

27 ( 8, 6 i\\ ]mv (for jruirr), Babyl. laxunatanu; {cf. Babyl. laxiilakim and

Idxiilunu, which, according to NOLDEKE, correspond to Heb. 50

CDbl.V and ^rr (x=). P. H.]

( 8) Jtt nypt, Babyl. Zabdiia.

46 ( 14) A\ K*ethib nni, Babyl. &quot;Zabudu. [See, however, OORT, Em.}
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34 ( 5 ) of the identity of the two persons there can be no doubt. In

spite of the paleographic difficulties we must restore &quot;&quot;iriBrt [to be

pointed, perhaps, jntfi. P. H.] in the text of Ezra; see MEISSNER,
ZAT 17, 192; cf. also GES.-BUHL^ s. v. [PEISER, KB 4,304, No. iii

;

ED. MEYER, /. Wellhausen und meine Schrift Die Entstehung des 5

Judenthums (Halle, 1897) P- 24: NIKEL, op. cit., p. 130, n. i.

For Assyr. asm sanctuary see now DELITZSCH S Assyr. Hand-
wdrterbuch, p. 148. NIKEL, op. cit., p. 130, n. 2 shares my view-

that NJ1PN means sanctuary. P. H.J MARQUART (pp. cit., p. 44)

proposes Ki^fl palace. Io

35 &amp;gt; 9 ( 5) [For the interchange between m and b
cf. below, p. 67, 1. 34.

52 ( 10) Cf. Crit. Notes on Judges, p. 66, note *.

36,13 ( 14) M flfctf -IS3PB6 is no manifest Parsism as ED. MEYER supposes;
see FRANKEL, ZAT 19,179. M not? nns n n&tf njoew 1

? i:ivri

stands for nistf iStttfp aofe ^ nnE^ ttvn. C/: SELLIN, 2,4, n. i. 15
21 ( 1 6) The fact that Babyl. naddnu to give means also, in the trilingual

Acheemenian inscriptions, to make, to create seems to be due to

the influence of the Old Persian original. Old Persian da means
not only to give (btbiwui, Indo-European do} but also to make (TJenui,

Indo-Europ. dhc; cf. Sanskr. dhatar creator, Lat. conditor). Both 20

Indo-Europ. ^fand dh appear in Old Persian as d, see BARTHOLOMAE,
Handbuch der altiranischen Dialekte (Leipzig, 1883) 130.
For the explanation of v. 16 cf. NIKEL, op. cit., p. 106. P. H.]

24 ( 17) WELLHAUSEN S conjecture is endorsed by MARQUART, op. cit.,

p. 48; cf. the following note ad 6, 1. 25

35 ( 6, i) According to MARQUART, /. c., we should read : a JVM hll M
n&n

]&amp;lt;nnn KJ-IBD &amp;lt;t. [C/: SELLIN, 2,8.

37, i ( 3) For the partial assimilation of adjacent consonants
cf. Crit. Notes

on Proverbs, p. 65, 1. 39. .,

4 For ^3D as an old causative of hi
cf. note 107 of the paper cited

below, p. 67, n.
a

.

Since writing the above remarks I have noticed that BALL,
in his Variorum Edition of the Apocrypha, states in his notes on
i Esdr. 6,24: &quot;The writer seems to have read: and fire-offerings 35
they carry (or perhaps, bring}; a difference of points chiefly.&quot;

NIKEL, op. cit., p. 33 follows the old erroneous translation, render
ing seine Fundamente sol/en aufgerichtet werden.
For the Heb. cubit sec Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 66, 1. 4. P. H.]

4) According to MARQUART, op. cit., p. 45 the first translator found 40
rightly mn ; KCUVOU, on the other hand, is translation of t rnn.

7) MARQUART (p. 47) thinks that
r

ui fcani Knta n xwh ipa is&quot; per
haps the right reading rather than M ^ KT\h* ros nT3J?^lp^.

9) For a M &t? fihtth ^n nw MARQUART (p. 47) reads,
following i Esdr. 6, 29: pani pw^ [ n^N

1

?
^jVj?

1

?} ]n?n noi, 45
[] pel which he regards decidedly as the original text.

According to TORREY
(Op. cit., p. 10) vv. 9 and 10 are an inter

polation of the Chronicler, as appears from a comparison of
v - i?; 7,17-22; 8,35 and from the use of the favorite DVO DV.

10) [*6x to pray possibly means originally to roast (sacrificial meat); 50
see note 106 of the paper cited below, p. 67, n.

a
. P. H.]

14) TORREY
(/. c} thinks that all the latter part of this chapter, from

the last clause of v. 14, is to be assigned to the Chronicler.
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32 ( 4 ) Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 107, 1. 25; PSBA 22,166. 1 . H.] ;

MARQUART also endorses the reading wrn for & Kirn.

( 10) nayri occurs elsewhere only vv. 11.17 (n?21), and 7,12. It is usu

ally rendered and so forth (se6 ED. MEYER, op. cif., pp. 8 f.
).

TORREY says, however, in vol. 16 of the Journal of Biblical Liter- 5

attire (Boston, 1897) p. 196, that there is no feat of modern lexic

al jugglery by which n:P31 can be made the equivalent of and
so forth. According to TORREY rup in this verse is plainly due
to the blunder of a copyist, caused by the fact that the last clause

of the verse is exactly like the last clause of v. 11. TORREY 10

holds, with SIEGFRIED-STADE, that this word is only a variation

of ]J?3, and that it must mean and now; it must be connected
with what follows, and not with what precedes. He compares it

to joo U&amp;gt;\ as for what follows, which is found in Arabic docu
ments of a formal character. The word should be isolated, thus: 15

Artaxerxes, king of kings, to Rehum and Shimshai and their

companions, greeting! And nmv: Your report has been care

fully read &c. TORREY compares a similar usage of nnjrt in 2 K
5,6; io,2; cf. also Kdi vuv 2 Mace. 1,6. [Cf. above, p. 39, 1. i,

also Assyr. eninna-ma (HW io3
b
) and now, lit. at this time (enu 20

time, masc. of n, and annii this, cf. nan, with enclitic -ma; see

Crit. Notes on Numbers p. 48, 1. 44, and for annii, nan, Crit. Notes
on Proverbs, p. 33, 1. 36). Cf. also Hebraica 1,251.

51 ( 12) For the form Nir6 see Hebraica 2,249; r 3. 122
; cf. Beitr.z. Assyr.

i
, 17, n. 20, and STRACK S Grammar of Bibl. Aramaic, 1897, 23, k. 25
- P. H.]

33, 7 N6LDEKE says correctly that walls are neither sewed nor dug.
FRANKEL (ZAT 19,180) suggests the Assyr. stem B n (given in

DELITZSCH s HW 274&quot; below) to throw down, with the derivative

xa atu which seems to denote a man who removes obstructions, 30
clears away rubbish. The meaning would then be that the walls

were newly built up from the foundation after the old foundations

had been removed, [ic^rr NJ^NI is correctly translated in KAUTZSCH S

Textbibel: nnd die Fundaments graben sie bereits aus; \WT\\ is impf.
Afel of Btan to excavate

(cf. xk.\), not Af el of B n (= HB JV). The 35

regular form would be \\W\ with virtually doubled n. Cf. DALMAN S

Grammar, p. 276. Contrast SELLIN, 2,20.

23 ( 13) For Db!?, n,
1

!
1

? instead of ph, ]&, see Crit. Notes on Judges, p. 66;

cf. SELLIN, 2,25, n. i.

36 ( 16) For TlK b cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 51, 1. 9. 40

37 ( 21) Aramaic forms like DtofT correspond to the Assyr. Ittafal, i.e. the

reflexive-passive stem of the Nifal (,JjjLXJ\); cf. DEL. 84. The
Aramaic Ettafal is not based on the Afel; contrast NOLDEKE,
Syr. Gr. 2

159:174, E; 177, B. P. H.]

48 ( 24) V. 24 is ascribed by TORREY (pp. tit., p. 9) to the Chronicler; the 45

reference in vv. 8-23 is to the building of the walls. The verse is a

harmonistic patch to make the Aramaic narrative fit the Chronicler s

story. VAN HOONACKER (Rest., p. 21, n. 2) says, v. 24 follows

v. 5 directly, but the second member is from the Redactor.

So

53 ( 5, & ^n, Babyl. XaggA a (.r
=

; cf. above, p. 59, 1. 34).

34, 3 ( 3) ni,nri3 nns -arifi. In a contract tablet (STRASSMAlER s Inschriften
von Darius, Nos. 27.82) we have Ustdnupixdt Bdbili u ebir Ndri.
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3 (3 } cf- aDove
, P- 3&amp;gt;

1- 2 7; na Na for na^a INa is evidently due to haplo-

graphy. P. H.]

VAN HOONACKER (Restatir., p. 144) thinks the corruption

came from taking Jtl ntrxa as a Hebrew expression. He says the

passage becomes clear as soon as we perceive that it is an 5

Aramaic word, equivalent to Heb. nea; the meaning is then:

they established the altar on its bases; for a bam ah ivas found
above, erected by the care of the people of the lands. [Aramaic

yi^a or JjoJL?, however, has no connection with Heb. ntpa (Assyr.

bam&ti heights DEL., HW i77
b
) but is a Greek loanword, = (5r|ua, 10

plur. priuara, in Syriac: j.^&amp;gt;BJ.a;
VAN HOONACKER S n&quot;a would

be a spelling like NntSTKa in 4, 12. P. H.]

40 ( 8) TORREY holds that I Esdr. 5,54f. has preserved the true reading
both here and in v. 6, and that it would be better to alter itt to

correspond. 15

31,12 ( 12) [Not only Ivan but also the preceding &quot;t may be a gloss; cf. Crit.

Notes on Judges, p. 32, 1. 45.

20 ( 4, 2) For the Ke
thib *6 instead of the Q ere ^

cf. Crit. Notes on Pro

verbs, p. 62, 1. 5. The Ke
thib represents, of course, an intentional 20

alteration; cf. Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 88, 1. 53.

24 For Esarhaddon in this connection cf. NIKEL, p. 100. P. H.]

47 ( 6) According to TORREY (pp. ctt., p. 5, n. i) v. 6 is simply a historic

al patch inserted by the Chronicler to make the history con

tinuous, and also to account for the inactivity of the Jews. But 25

would the Chronicler leave his work so disjointed? (see the article

in HASTINGS Bible Dictionary, vol. i, p. 823). V. 7, says TORREY,
was originally an introduction to the Rehum-Shimshai correspon
dence; as it now reads it is of no possible use to anybody;
vv. 8-1 1 present a scene of the wildest confusion. TORREY (op. 30

ctt., p. 6; see also p. 49, n. i; contrast SELLIN, 2,27.158) proposes
to solve the problem by transposition, reading thus :

inua -iKtri btotD rmna nVm u ina^o n&amp;gt;&amp;gt;nna eminx rvo^oai 7
b .ea

Dim liana NnWnniN &quot;&&amp;lt;ai SD^ITI mim otf 1

by mtofr inns 8a . 7
a .6b

]int?in ami :&amp;gt;D&quot;IB fVo Knfetfnrnx fy n &amp;lt;&amp;gt;nai&amp;gt;D n&amp;gt; ^ai nyta ^&amp;gt;jn 7-1.0 35

iNtfi NIBD ^Dtsn Dj?a bj?2 mm JHK :(n B ) Dinnai n^aix ains g
a

*?j? Kin naK inns n mm nay ni ^ittty n nnpa ^an 11

n&amp;gt; n yinrma sb .i
b

iB nn :3a N3^&amp;gt;D NnWnrnsb
mna nay WK Tnaj&amp;gt;

:&amp;gt;a^e n^t^n

&quot;lil

WlNCKLER (Altor. Forsch., second series, vol. 2, part i, whole

number n, p. 217) holds that Ahasuerus v. 6 and Artaxerxes

vv. 7-23 stand for Cambyses. He says also that this passage shows
its late origin, belonging to the time when the hostility between

Jews and Samaritans was so pronounced that the latter were the 45

natural opponents of the rebuilding of the Temple.
5i ( 7) [NiKEL, op. a t., p. 134 considers ED. MEYER S rroiB for M IVDIM

an acceptable conjecture. Cf. also KAUTZSCH S Textbibel. Con
trast SELLIN, 2,26, n. i, and for t D^2= (D dv eipr|vrj, ibid. p. 34.

32,19 ( 8) The *-vowel in Dtp ba is explained in Hcbraica, 1,228. P. H.] 50
49 ( 9) According to MARQUART (Fundamentc isr. u.jiid. Gesch., Gott. 97,

p. 64) we should read NW for -&amp;lt;fl N^ ; $&. W^anp-jBN is miswriting
for ^aDiBK; for 1 N .D iEstj W^SIB we must read

N&quot;nBp
wnostD [cf.
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29,12 ( 2,61) BROWN-DRIVER-BRIGGS derive the name ^na from &quot;jna and give

it the meaning man of iron, but this derivation is rejected by
NESTLE in the Am. Journal of Sent. Lang, and Lit., vol. 13

(April, 1897) p. 173. NESTLE says, the Semitic languages do not

like to form adjectives from nouns denoting material. In Gilead 5

Arameans and Jews met together in early times; &quot;Q therefore is

a priori probably the Aramaic word for son, and ^} the name of

a person, place, or god. The stem hbl is rare in Hebrew (^1t

N?bl Deut. 21,20; hhw K3b Prov. 23,21, cf.
v. 20; D^Vit n^ Prov.

28,7), but frequent in Aramaic, meaning luxurious, in a good or 10

bad sense. [For ^na cf. also WINCKLER S Geschichte Israels, part 2

(Leipzig 1900) p. 238.

28 ( 63) For the Persian title NriBhn and the Babylonian term nns, see

NIKEL, op. tit., p. 81.

For D ar6l D^TIN^ cf. notes 52-61 of the paper cited below, p. 67, 15

n.
a and Hebraica 16,224 (July 1900). P. H.]

36 ( 65) A\ nrntfoi D n i tfo, because of its peculiar place among the

animals enumerated, has been a trouble to many interpreters. GES.-

BUHLX3
rightly calls the passage obscure. Some scholars have

proposed miBI W\]tf, but HALEVY (Journal Asiatique, Nov.-Dec. 20

1899, p. 533) says that btills and cows cannot be right because

these animals could not be maintained on the journey across the

desert. On the other hand, the Levitical singers (n Yitete, Assyr.

zammare; cf.
Aram. Np.tet Ezra 7, 24) mentioned in vv. 41 . 70 cannot

be meant for the reason that women were excluded from the 25

ritual of the Temple. The words refer to a class of slaves kept

by the rich to satisfy their taste for music. The nfnytt in the

end usually became concubines. Aramaic rnr6 concubine (Dan.

5,2.3.23) seems to be connected_with Arabic
^JlL note, tune, song.

Heb. rnTltfD [i. e. ^LJUx, not
dJtJyo

or s:\Xx**x] partakes of this 30

double conception. [Cf. also NIKEL, p. 75 ; SELLIN, 2, 1 10. P. H.]

39 ( 68) According to DRIVER, (Introd.
6

, p. 546), there is, in vv. 68.69*, an

insertion in the text of the parallel passage Neh. 7,71, which shows

marks of the compiler s hands (e. g. Slinn, TJ?n, &c.).

49 ( 69) [Cf. NIKEL, op. cit., p. 76. P. H.] 35

30,29 (3, 3 TORREV (op. tit., p. 12, n. 2) has proposed a reconstruction differ

ing considerably from the text adopted above, p. 4, 11. 4ff. He 40

reads: WSM ipmnM Drvty m-ta ^ iva i ninxn -eyo nn^j? ixap
nity vbj? ibjn imi3 hy nston and some of the peoples of the land

gathered themselves together against them; and when they per
ceived that they were come with hostile purpose, they withstood

them, and built the altar in its place, and offered burnt-offerings 45

thereon. He holds that most of the corruption arose from the

confusion of 1VT1, a favorite word of the Chronicler, and 1V3M;

[cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 54, 1. 27. P. H.] This recon

struction puts the clause they built the altar in its place where it

belongs. The Jews did not build the altar because the people 50

came against them; the meaning must be that their coming did

not stop the restoration of the altar. [If we adopt this reconstruc

tion of the text it would be better to read Drrty na&amp;gt; N3 &amp;lt;13
&quot;3,
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27,31 ( 2,10) M i3, Babyl. Banna. This favors the text of Ezra as against
M &quot;133 in Neh. 7,15; cf, above, p. 49, 1. 20.

( 11) M 33 (in pause), Babyl. Bibd,

( 12) The second element of the name lit?? is the deity Gad (Is. 65, 1 1),

thus showing the worship of this god during the Captivity (GRAY, 5

op. tit., p. 145; cf- above, p. 58, 1. 44).

42 ( 17) M &quot;S3 (in pause), Babyl. Blqd.

51 ( 29) [Cf.*NlKKL, op. cit., p. 54, n. i. P. H.]

28,10 ( 35) The number here (ill 3,630) is too large; it varies in every text.

v in Neh. 7,38 reads 930. This place (Senaah) is otherwise un- 10

known, and it is very unlikely that more people would be settled

there (YI2 of the whole number!) than at any other place.

33 (36 -39) Verses 36-39 contain the list of priests. It is noteworthy that here
the Ezra and Neh. lists agree exactly in names and numbers, and
the several &amp;lt;5 texts show little variation. These facts excite sus- 15

picion. The passage is probably much later than the text to

which it is attached.

36 ( 40) GRAY (op. cit., p. 287) thinks M rrnw is the same name as nnin

(Neh. 7,43 np) but is not sure which is the original form.

37 ( 42) There are six lists of porters: Ezr. 2,42; Neh. 7,45; 11,19; 20

12,25; * Chr. 9,17; 26,1-14. The only names which are constant

are
D1&amp;gt;&amp;gt;#, ]b^&amp;gt;&,

and 3lp. The other names are corrupt, and it is

impossible to determine the original forms.
}ta^&amp;gt;b

is derived by
GRAY (op. cit., p. 90) from Aram. D^D to oppress; 3lp

= Babyl.

Aqubu, also Iqubu [i.
e. Equbu, with e for a after initial V; see 25

HAUPT, The Assyrian E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887), p. 26, io
; cf.

DELITZSCH S Assyr. Gr. 34^. Babyl. Iqubu, however, might
also represent the name 2pr ; cf. Assyr. ekul =^K\, ia kul;

HAUPT, Sumer. Familiengesetze (Leipzig, 1879) p. 67; E-vowel,
p. 26, 9; cf. DEL. 32, Y; 103. For names like

3p&amp;gt; alongside 30
of

21p5? (Arab.
u&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;j

and Jop &c.) see Beitr. zur Assyriologie i,

170, n. ft. For 1\ya=Aqiibu cf. &quot;nn he-goat= Assyr. attidu, Arab.

&amp;gt;^.
P. H.]

47 ( 46) M )in, cf. Babyl. Xanana ,
i. e. Xanana; see Hebraica 7, 149 (;r

=
;

see Beitr. z. Assyr. 1,255; cf. below, p. 62, 1. 50; p. 64, 1. 51, &c.). 35
48) JJI NTfpi, Babyl. NiqMu.

48 ( 53) & D1p&quot;]3
is according to HlLPRECHT and CLAY, op. cit., p. 27,

n. i identical with Dpl3 [EUTING, ,jJl, 86i; cf. D. H. MULLER,
Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabien, Vienna 89, p. 51] and the

Assyrian Barqiisu. The second element of this name is the god 40
Dip (cf. BATHGEN, Beitr. zttr scinit. Rel., p. n). The first element
is possibly not the Aramean word for son (GRAY, op. cit., p. 68,
n. 2), but the god Bir; [cf. Assyr. Bir-Dadda (Hebraica 1,224; KB
2,216, col. viii, 1. 2), Heb. n^a in the Book of Job (ZK 2,177).

59) -#1 3113 may be identical with the Assyr. qinibfi field (HW 595
b
) 45

generally written kirubA (cf. kirib= y\y, HW 594
b

; see JENSEN S

Kosmologie, p. 517. P. H.]

p (Neh. 7,61 ]W), Babyl. Addanu, which is the name of a place
in Babylonia, but probably named after a person. [Cf. NIKEL,
op. cit., p. 10, n. 2. P. H.] 50

60) M n
r&amp;gt;31B, Babyl. Tdbiia.

n ( 61) [&amp;lt;5L
s rendering means those -who laid claim to the priesthood, who

claimed to belong to the priests. P. H.J
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25 ( i
)
Documents of Mttrashit Sons, edited by H. V. HlLPRECHT and
A. T. CLAY, Philadelphia, 1898, wherever an identification has

been indicated in the lists given in that volume. The name rmno
is, of course, not Babylonian, but Persian.

12J3 is rightly explained as a Persian word. Its prototype appears 5

in Babylonian contracts as ganzabaru ; cf. PEISER, ZAT 17,347.

26,21 [Even if we had tftf in Babylonian we might expect WW in Hebrew;

cf. p. 31, 1. 24. tf& = sas, sa as, sauas, samas. P. H.]

40 MASPERO in his Passing of the Empires (p. 663, note) accepts
VAN HoONACKER s explanation of Jtt

&amp;gt;?&amp;lt;?

= Samas-bal-u(ur [cf.
10

also NOWACK S Commentary on the Minor Prophets (Gottingen,

1897) p. 302 ; SELLIN, 2
, 35, n. i

; cf.
i

, 239 . 279], while WINCKLER, Altor.

Forschungen, second series, vol.2, part i (whole number n, Leipzig,

1899) p. 223, n. i endorses ED. MEYER S identification of iSKitf

i Chr. 3, 18 and
&quot;)S3B&amp;gt;^ (see also below, p. 69, 1. 21). [NlKEL, op. cit., 15

p. 48 says that, from the philological point of view, it is preferable
to explain IXSC C = Samas-bal-ttfur although, in point of fact, the

identification of 1X2t?tP and nxtUtf is undoubtedly very attractive.

47 ( n) *}D3^ 3rnb means both gold and silver; h-h = sive-sive; see the

paper cited above, p. 25, 1. 15 and Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 63, 1.4. 20

NlKEL, op. cit., p. 43 says that the number 5400 should be correct

ed to 5469 following i Esdr. 2,14; cf. OORT, Emend. P. H.]

27, 1(2,2) baant is explained by VAN HOONACKER in his Nouvelles Etudes

sur la Restauration Juive (1896, p. 94), as meaning Down with 25

Babylon! He gets this sense (which KOSTERS rejects) from the

Aramaic Tit [= Assyr. zar&bu to oppress, zurub libbi J-a^ ? i^tf;

DELITZSCH, HW 263
b

. P. H.]. The name would then carry an

imprecation against Babylon. LAGARDE (Nominalbild., p. 53),

on the other hand, thinks that ^3:nt may be a Babylonian name. 30

[According to NlKEL, op. cit., p. 46, n. 2, Zerubbabel is a genuine

Babylonian name, = zer-Bdbili offspring of Babylon. He en

dorses the view that Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel are two different

persons. For SELLIN S hypothesis concerning Zerubbabel see Crit.

Notes on Isaiah, p. 199, 11. I7ff.; cf. NlKEL, op. cit., p. 142. See now 35

also SELLIN S Studien zitr Entstehungsgeschichte der jiidischen Ge-

meinde nach dem babyIon. Exil, especially vol. 2 (Leipzig, 1901).

For the e of J?1B^ instead of the o in ptfirp see Crit. Notes on

Chronicles, p. 80, 1. 45 ;
contrast above, 1. 7.

Al ]B^3 may be = Babyl. Belsunu ( their lord ). P. H.] 40

3 M &quot;OTIC (or, according to BAR, S

2V), &amp;lt;5 MapboxaTo?), Babyl. Mar-
duk-a [i.e., probably, Mardukd\. GRAY (Expos. Times, Feb. 1899)

holds that this name is connected with Marduk, and shows that

foreign gods were worshiped during the Exile.

6 For itt &quot;IBDQ see below, p. 69, 1. 13. 45

A\ &quot;Mia is explained by HALEVY as a compound of MJ ^K. This

is rightly rejected by GRAY (Hcb. Proper Names, p. 24, note).

29 ( 5) [Cf. NIKEL, op. cit., p. 80. P. H.]

30 ( 6) That the text is in disorder is plain ;
whether the slight emendation

adopted above, p. I, 1. 28 is sufficient is not certain. The best (5 50

texts
(&amp;lt;BVS) ^i before 2NV in Neh. 7,11. Either a number has

dropped out after JW\ or else 2NV yw &quot;J2^ is a gloss. The corruption
must be an early one as (5 testifies to the present text.
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stated as follows. He denies that we have any genuine Memoirs of Ezra at all;

he concedes to Nehemiah: Neh. 1,1-2,6; 2,9
b
-20; 3,33; 3,34^-5, 13

a
; 5,i3

b^-

6,19. The sections Ezra 4,9
a

; 4,10-23; 5,1-6,8:6,11-14^ he regards as ex

cerpts from an Aramaic source composed in the closing part of the fourth cen

tury B. C. All the rest he assigns to the Chronicler. 5

His conclusions as to the historical value of the Book, which are more rad

ical than those of most other recent critics, will be discussed in the Notes to the

English Translation. [Cf. also JOHANNES GEISSLER, Die literarischen Beziehungen
der Ezramemoiren, insbesondere zur Chronik und den hexateuchischen Quellen-

schriftcn, Chemnitz, 1899 (Jahresbericht des stadtischen Realgymnasiums) and 10

JOHANNES NIKEL, Die Wiederherstellung des jiidischen Gemeinwesens nach dem

babylonischen Exil, Freiburg i. B., 1900. The last three pages of the introduction

to this work (pp. xiii-xv) contain a useful bibliography of recent publications

dealing with the Books ofEzra and Nehemiah. See also KLOSTERMANN s article

in HERZOG-HAUCK S RE
, 5,500-523(1898) and CHEYNE BLACK S Encyclopedia 15

Biblica, 1478-1494 (1901); cf. below, p. 58, 1. 37.

In the following Addenda the figures in the first column refer to the pages
and lines of the Critical Notes in the present volume, while the numbers in

parentheses (1,3 &c.) indicate the chapters and verses of the Masoretic Text.

20

Notes &amp;lt;n
cHbfcenfca fo Qtofee on

PP. LL. CC. VV. 25
2

5&amp;gt; 7 ( 1
1 3) NlKEL, op. cit., p. 37 remarks that the words 1y rnbs W bear a

genuine Babylonian tinge and read as though they were quoted
from a Babylonian incantation or penitential psalm. P. H.]

ii ( 4) See also W. J. MoULTON s paper Uber die Uberlieferung tind

den textkritischen Werth des dritten Esrabuchs in STADE S ZAT, 30

1899, pp. 230 f., 244 f.

20 ( 6) See also MOULTON, /. c., pp. 231.245.
21 [tznm probably refers especially to the camels (2,67; cf. Neh. 7,69)

while nro includes horses, asses, and mules (2,66.67); cf- Neh.

2, 12. 14 and below, p. 60, 1. 21 (it is not likely that nero in Neh. 35

2,12.14 refers to a horse; contrast NlKEL, op. cit., p. 188, 1. 9).

In the cuneiform account of Assurbanipal s Arabian campaign (KB
2,224, 1- 36) the camels of the Arabs are called ruktisiSunu; see

Hebraica 3,110. P. H.]

29 ( 8) There is an ellipsis in Al which is supplied in i Esdr. 2, 10: ^evdy- 40

KCK; be aura Kupoc; 6 fiaaiXeu? TTepauiv irapebuiKev aura MiGpibdrrj.
See MOULTON, /. c., p. 245. In Ezr. 8,26.33 irapdbuJKev stands

for A\ *ypv. The text should probably read:
&quot;^

Bni3 Dirxn
lil T1 ^ .D7pttn&amp;gt;

Dlfi. Cf. SCHRADER s KAT2
, p. 141, 1. 32.

& nvine, Babyl. Mitradatu; cf. also Ezr. 4,7. Several of the 45
names mentioned in the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah have been
found on cuneiform tablets, especially on the Babylonian contract-

tablets disinterred during the American excavations at Nippur,
SE of Babylon, toward the end of May, 1893. All of the 730
business-documents discovered are dated in the reign of Artaxer- 50
xes I. (B. c. 464-424) and Darius II. (B. 0.423-405). Cf. the notes
on the English translation of Ezekiel, in The Polychrome Bible,

P- 93&amp;gt;
1- 34- The names have been selected from the Busi?iess

Ezra o



HE CRITICAL NOTES on the Hebrew text of Ezra-Nehemiah

(pp. 25-55) as well as the Hebrew text (pp. 1-24) were printed
in the autumn of 1896 (cf. p. 26, 1. 40), but unforeseen circum

stances beyond the control of the editor and publisher made it 5

necessary to reprint the Hebrew text. This delayed the publi
cation of the volume. Professor GUTHK having found it impos
sible to make any additions, owing to the pressure of other work,
the Rev. L. W. BATTEN, PH. D., Rector of St. Mark s Church,
New York, formerly Professor of Hebrew in the Protestant Epis- 10

copal Divinity School, Philadelphia, who is preparing a commentary on the

Books of Ezra and Nehemiah for This International Critical Commentary, kindly
consented to append, with Professor GUTHE S approval, a number si Addenda,
especially references to the recent works on Ezra-Nehemiah, which appeared
after Professor GUTHE S Notes were in type. A few copies of the first edition 15

were distributed in 1896 so that Professor BUHL was able to refer to the work
in the 13

th edition of GESENIUS Hebrew Lexicon issued at the beginning of

1899 (e - op. at., p. 699
b

s. v. rrnx; p. 9o6
b

s. v.
tt&amp;gt;X; p. 9o7

a
s. v. NniPX; p. 927&quot;

s. 77. b3D; p. 937
b

s. v. Tit?; p. x, ad p. 166, &c.). Cf. also Professor GUTHE S

references in the notes to his translation of I Esdras in KAUTZSCH s Apo- 20

kryphen und Pscudepigraphen des A T (Freiburg i. B., 1900), p. 6, note a; p. 11,

note c. P. H.

I

25

WITHIN
the last few years there has been a great deal of discussion

about the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah, and some important contribu

tions have been made; but, for the most part, these deal very little with the

text, being chiefly concerned with the structure and the value of the Books as a

historical source.

With regard to these points Professor CHARLES C. TORREY, of Yale Univer

sity, New Haven, has published his conclusions in a pamphlet entitled 77te Com
position and Historical Value of Ezra-Nehemiah (No. 2 of the Beihefte zttr

Zeitschrift fiir die Alttestanientliche Wissenschaft, edited by Professor STADE)
Giessen, 1896. TORREY S emendations of the text will be found in the Notes 35
below. His conclusions in regard to the composition of the Book may be briefly
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12 (40)

(45)

13 (i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(7)

(9)

(13)

(15)

(18)

(19)

(26)

(29)

(30)

A statement as to what Nehemiah and his half of the officers, did, has fallen

out at the end of the verse.

Insert 1 before nfcbtf on authority of (8; cf. BAR. In v. 46, on the other hand,

strike out the 1 before r|D.x on the same authority.

5

&amp;lt;5V agrees with note 1BD2, but not with &amp;lt;5L &amp;lt;?v Pipxiiy v6uou Mum?) = ft rnifi 1BD3.

As this expression is the rule in cc. 8ff., it is adopted here also.

The singular ill
&quot;li^l justifies itself as a quotation from Deut. 23,5. (5 KCU uia-

GUKKXVTO Visto l.

[ED. MEYER, op. tit., p. 130, n. 2, remarks that we must point yvs Bedouins in- 10

stead of ill any
(&amp;lt;S ira&amp;lt;; ^TriuiKToq, (5L TOV Xaov TOV dvaueurfudvov). P. H.]

ill N rP3 71312^3; but there were many chambers in the Temple; read, therefore,

nat^a. Cf. EWALD, Geschichte des Volkes Israel*, iii, 207.

)tfU with a is surprising; we should expect by
]inj.

Insert 1 before
ni13&amp;gt;&amp;gt;ri, following &amp;lt;8. 15

C5VL have dv Tf) au\f) OIKOU TOU 0. = n n*3 isn?. Change ill n n 2 &amp;lt;1

&quot;[VD3
ac

cordingly.

ill, contrary to the context, niSB^H; the reading of (5L T6 YaloqpuXaKiov = nsB^n
is confirmed by the context (v. 8).

For rn?1Ki,
SL have xai dvereiXduriv= njVJ. &amp;lt;y

Neh. 7,2. 20

The word 130 of ill, as also 1300 in v. 20, is translated by 6 irpamq. As 130

nowhere else appears in the sense merchandise it is questionable whether, in

this passage, it is not corrupted out of 1300. Yet the connection of the words in

(5 is different.

For the Ke
thtb iNI, the Qe

re JT has been adopted, giving the usual spelling. 25

(BVL have a fuller text than ill, -viz. fiveyKev dir aurouc; 6 Geoc; fijuujv KCU
q&amp;gt;

nua?; we should insert accordingly, it would seem, (W^JJ)) DH^?, especially as

the context favors jt.

The first rnfchi disturbs the course of the address, and is also wanting in 6V .

It is a mistaken anticipation of the second rnoit}, and should be struck out. As 30
to the custom, cf. Neh. 7,3.

Before Nia^K
1

?, in the latter half, also, of the verse an 1B&amp;gt;N is attested by (8VL

Ojare |nf| KT\.

&amp;lt;5VL
(
6 06?j i? paaix^ai=^. ^ has only Tjbo.

ill nansn n&quot;13^, beside the D lVrn following and the nansn preceding is surprising. 35
&amp;lt;5

V has the same, but (BL Triv bia6r)Kr)v TUUV iep^uuv Kal TUJV ACUITLUV. This re

presents unquestionably the original text DV^ni D Jnsrt n^SI.
For ill irowbtt!! write in3Nb03, following VL

dvrjp ibq TO gpyov aurou.
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j (15) Comparing v. 3, the reading of (DL TUJ MctpiuuuQ = nbi.oV would seem preferable
to Jit nn^.

(16) The Qe
re V\yh is probably right; &amp;lt;2&amp;gt;s TUj Abbcu = $, CJL TUJ Abaia = n;n; but

see v. 21.

(17) After Vpvjpb the name of the head of a clan has dropped out, and, for nnia^, 5

we should read
n;jo^&amp;gt; (v. 5). In (BL TUJ Mmueiv Maaai, TUJ Maaai Acpe\n6i the

reiterated Maaai, = rvttfO, toPO, is surprising, but possibly correct.

For JB *vbs BOHME, /. c., p. 8 proposes &quot;&amp;gt;K&amp;gt;b&. Or jp^B? Cf. e. g. nrn.

(20) For ill ^p^ read ^pb as in v. 7. 0L v. 7 ZaXouia, v. 20 ZaXouai; (!)S Za\\ai.

For ill 13 SL have A(5eb = n3J?; it is hard to say which form is right. 10

(21) ill iVJTV beside v. 19 n$T, can hardly be right. C5S TUJ Ibeiou njJ; cf. v. 16;

(BL TUJ Qbouia = rvnm as in v. 7. Read here, as in v. 7, nn.
(22) Instead of the indefinite expression inittnf3N &quot;tfiP.the definite ni3sn HtfiPis required.

itt by would seem to be a transcriptional error for iy. Cf. BERTHEAU-RYSSEL,
PP- 33o f. 15

(24) M ^iCp1J3 |3, but Kadmiel is nowhere made the father of Jeshua. (5V Kai uioi

KabuirjX^ p &quot;33},
(5L xai oi uioi OUTGO, Kebuir(\ = p VJ3&amp;lt;; this is misread, or

miswritten, for &quot;33 or ^33. The latter form has been adopted in the text upon

comparison with v. 8 and 10, 10. Cf. also 8,7; 9,4.

(25) Connect the first three names of v. 25 with v. 24 on authority of Neh. II, 17; cf. 20

also v. 9. The three names which follow, on the other hand, are to be taken as

subject. The words onetf and nnyitf should be transposed, so that D ltttf

may stand directly alongside its object lOEto.

(27) (DL v eucppoouvr) KCU crfctXXiciaei, nn&b&amp;gt;3; itt nnotoi. Perhaps n^33&amp;lt;
nnl3?

(28) C)L KOI auvr)x6n0cxv Ol v 101 Aeui, = V^ 33, shown to be correct by vv. 27 and 30. 25

ill thus agrees with v. 29
b in regarding Levites and singers as identical. Still,

ill would seem to be contracted from D TUPOn ^b 33. The Chronicler added

D^ntPDn, and ^b has dropped out.

For & &quot; nD 30 &quot;I33n-]p^ read &quot;
1

nis-sp? iM.TlPi following ffiL.

(31) For M ms^nni read lO^Jl nnwni, following v. 38. See KOSTERS, Het Herstell 30
van Israel, 1894, p. 59; German edition, p. 50.

(33 ff.)
In the first half of v. 35 the priest s names are wanting. According to v. 41 we

expect here also 7 priests; their names at present make up vv. 33 and 34, and

should be taken up into v. 35
a

. The division of the verses is to be altered ac

cordingly. 35

(35) For itt
&quot;usn

3
.

^ would seem necessary to read
&quot;orjs, following iChr. 9,15;

Neh. 11,17 (cf. (5).

(36) (5L has not the name &quot;bbft; it is certainly strange alongside of *bb* (FeXwXai).

If *bbto be omitted, and Ezra not counted, the number of persons named in

vv. 35 and 36 agrees with that in v. 42 (8). 4

(37) A verb of motion and a statement of place seem to have dropped out at the

beginning of the verse.

(38) Strike out the n before ro^h; L
fi beuT^pa ^-rropeueTO. Then read VlNDb^,

following v. 31. iU b10^ = /&amp;lt;9 the opposite side. Further nto has fallen out in Al;

according to v. 32 it should run: oyn *$ &quot;?rn.
Other gaps are perceptible: we 45

miss after npinr6 a statement of the point on the wall where the second com

pany that gave thanks took its station, and a verb of motion on which the pre

positions following may depend, such as wbM.

(39) The last clause of v. 39 and vv. 4of. are wanting in &amp;lt;B

V
,
but appear in &amp;lt;5

L and (5
s

.

It has been observed by StADK, Gesch., ii, 175, that these words do not suit the 50

context; for according to that statement the second choir would have extended

southward beyond the Temple. We are therefore inclined to consider the words

iyc&amp;gt;3 nojn an incorrect doublet of the following words.
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11 (7.8) These verses also, when compared with the parallel text iChr. 9,7-9, show

gaps and errors. Some clans are missing after v. 7. The beginning of v. 8 is

absolutely disfigured. For Vin read vn = C5L oi dbe\9oi autou; cf. iChr. 9,6.

9.13 and Neh. II
,
12. 13. 14. According to v. 14, ^p aa is a corruption of ^1133

^&quot;. 5

(9) .31 nxprr)a is rendered uioq Aaava by fiV, ^{Q^ Aaevva by (fiL. Evidently they
had no other reading than that in Neh. 3,3 $1 n3sn. Cf. Neh. 7,38 (Ezr. 2,35).

The same name occurs in & in two different pronunciations which are still un

known to (5.

(10) Strike out & ~]a before TVV, and insert 1 in its place, following i Chr. 9, 10. On 10

the same authority, insert 1 also before ]*2\

(n) Begin the verse with 1, following i Chr. 9,11.

For Jtt
jr/ito Chr. reads rr&quot;n

(cf. Ezr. 2,2 and Neh. 7,7), but it would seem

incorrectly; see BERTHEAU on iChr.g.ii.

(13) The same remark as that made on Neh. 7,52 applies to the monstrosity
&amp;lt;1

ptfn 15

of M.
For M \mx, cf. Ezr. 10,15, nMIV, which in i Chr. 9,12 has become

(14) For &amp;lt;tt Drrnxi read rnsi, following (5 dbeXqpo? aurou.

The end of the verse in JH, D^rurrjS, is very singular. (5AL
uio&amp;lt;;

TOJV

We expect a proper name, but HaggedoKm means only the great ones, and is 20

no proper name.

(15) For jtt 3ia ]3, at the end of the verse, read Tjo- jsrjo, following i Chr. 9,14.

Cf. BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, p. 320.

(17) For 1 ^ar;? read ^an?, following i Chr. 9,15; cf. &amp;lt;5L
uio&amp;lt;; Zexpei.

For & n^nnn read n^nnn, following L
(dpxuuv) TOU atvou. 25

(19) Completed on the basis of i Chr. 9,17. Cf. Ezr. 2,42; Neh. 7,45.

(20) Certainly intended as a transition to vv. 25-36, and hence to be placed between
vv. 24 and 25. Insert 1 before D insn and D ^n, following (DL .

(3 1 ) -iH ynat? is unintelligible; replace with y?J2.

(35) Read 1 before &amp;lt;tt trBhnn-ia. 30
(36) (6V agrees with

.ffl, while ffiL reads: KOI eK TOJV AeuiriLv inepibe? ev TUJ louba Kai

TLU Bevia,uiv, /. e.
VP^??&quot; m^n^a. ED. MEYER (/. c., p. 105) would read min^

pe&quot;V\. It seems preferable, however, to leave .fit in its present form.

12 (1-6) The names in vv. 1-6 are intimately related to those in Neh. 10,3-9. On this 35

basis, a few emendations of .itt have been undertaken
; v. 3 nnn for nrn

; v. 4

]ini3 for MW33; v. 5 rrtpo for nno (L Maaaiaq).

(7) For jfl n^l ,
which occurred before in v. 6, read, perhaps, rrnv. C/] Neh. 11,12;

i Chr. 9, 12. &amp;lt;5L Qbouiaq = n;nin, which is unknown as the name of a priestly clan.

(8) itt nvvn is a monstrosity. Read nnirr^y, following ffiL ^\ Ttuv eEouo\OYnaeuuv; 40
cf. i Chr. 25,3.

(9) -*K n
?(?
ai?? is not attested by ffiL : Kai lavai oi dbeXqpoi auruuv dveKpouovro diTe-

vavti auriijv iv rale, ^cprnuepian;; it would seem to be an explanatory gloss deriv
ed from 11,17. In L

| avai is a doublet of dveKpouovro = D 3j7. Accordingly
restore in v. 9: N D^Jtt. 4^

(10) The third n^ln is wanting in good MSS and according to the Masorah.
(i i) For )njl of JJl and all the Versions we should probably read ]JnV. For, in v. 22,

we find )inv (cf. v. 23), and Josephus Antiq. xi, 7,1 calls him luucivvr|c. But
doubts have been expressed as to the line of high-priests also.

(12) For .iH D irto read D-ir^n, following (5 oi iepelc;. 50
(14) For Jit *s\htb Ke

thib, VSfyjt} Q
e
re, read ^D^; cf. 6 TUJ MaXoux.

For i\\
n;a?B&amp;gt;^

read njaatfb, following SL (ZexeXiou, lexevia). Cf. vv. 2f. Ac
cording to v. 2, tfiBn would seem here to have dropped out.
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10 special source. It applies to the document the plural designation D fcinnn, while

in v. i the singular Dinnn is used. The interchange is like that of nnscTand 1BD
in Is. 37,14; 2 Sam. 11,14. [According to ED. MKYKR, op. at., p. 135, n. 2, we
must substitute the singular mnnn by in v. 2 for the plural nnsinnn by of A\; cf.

CHKYNE on Is. 37,14. P. H.] With v. 29 the account of v. i is resumed, but 5

it is remarkable that in v. i the Levites stand before the priests, while the list

itself places the priests before the Levites. Perhaps the list was enlarged also

by the editor. Cf. KosxERS, Hct Hcrstcll, p. 78; German edition, p. 66. STADK,
Gesc /i., ii, 179, would separate only vv. 3-14.

(5) For &amp;lt;tt rv32B&amp;gt; we have in Neh. 12,3 and iChr. 24,10 rnatf, which is probably 10

correct.

(10) Strike out the 1 of .fit before
s^_, on the authority of (6. BAR does not give it

in his text.

(n) For Jtt rr33tf read rnatf, following ffiL Zexevicn;, as rrsatf occurs again in v. 13,

and is there universally attested. 1 5

For M n&quot;lln (5V has Qbouia = rrnin Ezr. 2,40; see on Ezr. 3,9. In v. 14 &amp;lt;H

n;Tln ((6
V Qbouu, A. Qboua, (BL Qbiac) occurs again. Perhaps in one place the

Levite clan Juda/i is meant, Neh. 12,8.

(15) It is natural to compare the 44 names in vv. 15-28 with the names of the clans

in Ezr. 2 (Neh. 7), Ezr. 8,2ff., and Neh. 3,1-32. Our attention is thus drawn to 20

certain noteworthy phenomena, without our being able, however, to reach positive

results. Thus ^a side by side with ^3 in vv. 1 5 f. is surprising. Elsewhere 33 oc

curs only as a Levitical name, Neh. 9,4, in JH, where, however,.Ml? is more probable.

The vacillation between Bant and Benui occurs also in Ezr. 2, 10 and Neh. 7,15.

It must remain undetermined whether we have a mere wavering of the tradition, 25

or actually two clans of diverse name. The latter is quite possible.

(17) The name n)? i is probably the equivalent of Dj? i
t

i Ezr. 2, 13; Neh. 7, 18, though
it is true that the Versions do not confirm this conjecture.

(19) ED. MEYER (/. c., p. 141) would read here, following Neh. 7,21 ;Ezr. 2, 16, nj|?tn^&amp;gt;
1BK.

(20) Ke
thib &amp;lt;I213=(5L N(ju(3ou; not otherwise known. Qere &quot;&quot;Ti (according to BAR, 30

p. 116, &quot;0*3)
likewise unknown. According to Ezr. 2,29; 7,33 probably 123. ED.

MKYKR (/. c., p. 145) proposes to read Nob and Nobai.

(23 f. 27) The names rr35? and ]3n, ]W and ]3n v. 27, with rP33n v. 24, again do not appear
to be quite certain. According to we should read (T33n in Ezr. 2 and Neh. 7

also. Instead of one J3H we should, perhaps, read ]in or ]*3n, following Neh. 3, 13. 35

(29) Insert, on the authority of 03, the conjunction i before D
l^ri,

before D HStttfn, before

D H iWon, before Dorian, and before prio at the end of the verse.

(32) BAR S reading NBte, for toa, is certainly preferable. Cf. Dent. 15,2; Neh. 5,7.

(35) Insert 1 before D^rt: &amp;lt;6 KOI oi Aeuixai.

(36) Between vv. 36 and 37 the division of verses has been altered to fit the sense. 40

11 (1.2) Verses 1.2 are a fragment from some other connection.

(3) For the second 12^ of ill, after mm-, read ^^i, following (5L xod KaTiuKn.auv

KT\.

(6) This verse should go with v. 4; the number of the Perezites with Perez. It has 45

therefore been transposed.

(5) For S3ton we should probably pronounce 3^n, following Num. 26,20. Strangely

enough, the same reading of the consonants is found also in iChr. 9,5.

After v. 5 we miss a number of data which well-known analogies lead us to

expect: first, the number of the Shelanites, corresponding to the number of the 50

descendants of Perez
; then, the third Judean clan Zerah, which also dwelt, ac

cording to i Chr. 9,6, in post-Exilic Jerusalem. These gaps are indicated in the

text, and in part supplied by the use of I Chr. 9,6.
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8 quite foreign to his Book, it must be assumed that he had no other reading in

his original than that reproduced in his translation. We should, therefore, re

gard wn rveni as an explanatory gloss (cf. O. F. FRITZSCHE, Handbuch zu den

Apocryphcn, Vol. i, 1851, p. 7). The other variants in i Esdr. 9,49^ are shown

to be errors by the end of v. 10 and v. 1 1 in HI. 5

For Ht D1 n read njn D1 n, following i Esdr. 9 , 50 n rjuepa ourr).

(10) Read Vietfv (05
L Kai emov) for the sing, lotf l in HI. Contrast STADE, Gesch., ii, 177.

(13) Read D inarn, following &amp;lt;5L ; strike out, on the other hand, the 1 before ^3tor6,

following &amp;lt;S5.

10

9 (4) The names in vv. 4 and 5 are only partially correct in the tradition. HI has

eight names in each verse, 05V 4 and 2, 05L 6 and 8. Three times &quot;is ( i3, &quot;33, &quot;33,

also &quot;33 05). V. 4 Tiatf, v. 5 rviSBfn and i&quot;Pi3B (n tl=B??). Comparison with 05

would add some further variants. Probably the round number seven was origi

nally intended here as in 8,7. 15

(5) For HI D3*r6N read Wr6g, following 05 Kupiov TOV Geov iquwv. The attachment

of the next clause by means of 1 consccutivum is certainly to be preferred, cf.

i Chr. 29,20; strike out the suffix of the second person in T]33, and for DpniM
read Dorian. Cf. 05L xai euXoyerre TO dvoua Tf|c; bor|c; TOU UTrepuijJouuevou eiti

-rravtoi; dv &amp;lt;rfaA.A.taaei Kai dv aiveaei. 20

(6) Before v. 6 insert tots? no&amp;gt;1 on the authority of 05. Cf. BERTHEAU-RvsSEL, 282 f.

For HI &quot;ttE^ read OB ?. 0L TOV oupotvov Kai TOV oup. T. oup.

(17) HI
D^&quot;!P3

is evidently a transcriptional error for D HXOS; 05 dv AIYUTTTUJ.

Similarly the Ke
thib noni 31 is a scribal error for non 31. Cf. BAR and GlNS-

BURG, ad loc. 25

(19) Strike out 1 before
^&quot;nn

n in HI; 05 cpu)Ti2;eiv auToii; Tiqv 6bov.

(22) HI nxD^, it would seem, should be taken distributivelyj we conjecture, therefore,

that the original text ran nsb
&amp;lt;~!XB^&amp;gt;; cf. GESENIUS-KAUT2SCH26

, 123.

Strike out the first pr nN); cf. 0)L.

(24) The first half-verse is relegated to the foot of the page as a gloss; the words 30
were intended to bring out the fulfilment of the divine promise in v. 23, but

they needlessly anticipate the contents of vv. 24f., and are wanting in 05VSA .

(27) For HI D OB e read T#D; 05 & (iv. TOU) oupctvou aou.

For HI sponns 05 has ^v (TO!?) oiKTipuo!&amp;lt;; (aou)
= ?parn2.

(28) For HI D .atJ O we conjecture TOB p, as in v. 27. 35

(29) Strike out HI D3 after INipn; it is superfluous, even objectionable, and unknown
to v.

(31) At the beginning of the verse read nfisi, following 05 Kai au ev oiKTipuoic; KT\.,

and in agreement with the context.

(32) nirp seems to have dropped out before U r6g in HI; 05^ Kupie 6 Oeoq lapari^, 6 40

6eo^ f]utiiv KT\.

Insert 1 before Wty
1

?,
as attested by 05.

(34) Here also 05 requires the conjunction 1 before unto and Wins.

(37) The end of the prayer seems to be wanting. The petition begins indeed in

v. 32, but does not reach complete expression. We should expect Ezra to finish 45
with supplication for the restoration of Israel. Cf. KOSTERS, Het Herstell v.

Israel, 1894, p. 77; German edition, 1895, P- 65.

10 (2) To all appearance the word KnEhnn has been added later, as it separates the

proper name and the patronymic; it is also wanting in
&amp;lt;J5V_

but &amp;lt;5

L has 6 Kai 50

AGapaoOaq. SCHLATTER, Zur Topographic und Geschichte Palastinas, 1893,

p. 405 ff., assumes a more extensive corruption of the text.

The new introductory formula indicates that the list has been taken from a
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(61) For the changes here, see note on Ezr. 2,59.

(63) See note on Ezr. 2,61.

(64) For D torvnaa, see note on Ezr. 2,62.

(65) For D Bhjjjn tJhj3 of Jit, i Esdr. has only T&V &Yiujv = D &amp;gt;

Bhj?rr |n; see the note on

Ezr. 2,63. 5

(66-69) For the restoration of vv. 66-69, see notes on Ezr. 2,64-67. V. 68 is omitted

by good authorities on the text, and was not counted in the Masorah among
the verses of the Book. See BAR S edition, pp. H4f. 05 also varies in the trans

mission of this verse. Both Ezr. 2,66 and I Esdr. 5,42 bear witness that it be

longs to their list. Thus the closer relation of i Esdr. to Ezr. is here brought into 10

strong relief. The verse certainly does not belong to the original contents of

the list; probably the same is true of the similarly constructed v. 69.

(70-72) VV. 70-72 have an independent form of text as against Ezr. 2,68f. and I Esdr.

5,43f. As the editorial manipulation of the Chronicler is clearly apparent in

Ezr.2,68f., Neh. 7,70-72 must be regarded as the older form. Here, again, 15

i Esdr. ranges itself with Ezr. 2, not with Neh. 7.

At the end of v. 70 the text is corrupt. As niKO Bteni, on account of its posi

tion, cannot refer to 3 niiro, the designation of the object which was to be

enumerated would seem to have dropped out; according to BERTHEAU, it was

perhaps D JB *)D3. (5 omits the statement. 20

The first half of v. 72 is wanting in &amp;lt;8

V
,
but that text can hardly be correct ;

the total in Ezr. 2,68f. certainly seems to presuppose this third item.

(73) The text is altered in accordance with the note on Ezr. 2,70. The second half

of the verse is intimately connected with c. 8, and should be attached to it. See

also Ezr. 3,1. 25

8 (if.) i Esdr. 9,39 has TW iepei xai dvcrfvwaTrj
= ifibni |n3n; iH, on the other hand,

wavers, calling Ezra now
&quot;ifibn,

now ^nsn. Comparing Ezr. 7, it appears altogether

probable that here, in the beginning of the narrative, Ezra should be introduced

with his full title. Whether he was generally mentioned by this full title can no 30

longer be made out with certainty. Cf. vv.2.4ff.g; 12,2.6; I Esdr. 5,40.42.49.

(4) The number of those who stood beside Ezra at the reading of the Law varies

in the tradition. M has 6 on the right, 7 on the left ; (SV 6 on the right, 4 on

left;
L 7 on the right and 7 on the left; i Esdr. 9,43 V 7 On the right, 6 on

the left; 6L 7 on the right, and 7 on the left. Evidently, 7 on each side are in- 35

tended. Hence add nynn, following &amp;lt;5

L
. The last two names should be con

nected by 1.

(5) Insert Kin after 3, following 05 (OTI CIUTOI; r\v dTrcivw KT\.), and change ffi n\T

innssi to mriEO \TI
(&amp;lt;5

KOI ifivero f|vii&amp;lt;a KT\.).

(7) Strike out the 1 before D lbn, following I Esdr. 9,48. 4

(8) For Jfl n rnina &quot;IBB? read c D^xn m_m ispa, following (5.

For Jfl irav chBO KLOSTERMANN, /. c:, p. 246 proposes to read: nibi ehs

nvai ^ab.

(9) Some (e. g. SMEND, Die Listen dcr Ditcher Esm und Nehemia, 1881, p. 18)

regard the words Kntfhnn Kin as a gloss. They can appeal for support of this 45

view to O&v which has not these words, but in i Esdr. 9, 49 we have, nevertheless,

Kcd elirev ATTaparri (A6apaaea&amp;lt;;)=Knhrin noK i. Thus Kin n^ttn: would be the

interpolated gloss (somewhat as in Gen. 9,22 3K on}. But what, now, was the

original form of the text? Since it is altogether improbable that the author of

i Esdr. would have omitted the proper name, but taken up the title; further, 50

since he has regarded the word KnBhnn as a proper name both in 9,49 and

also in 5,40 (Neeuiaq xai ATGapiaO, and since historical considerations, for the

sake of which he might have avoided speaking of Nehemiah, are elsewhere
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7 (3) For the meaningless Ke
thib &quot;I08&quot;1 read the Qere

The imperative hl refuses to adjust itself to the other clauses of the command.
&amp;lt;S

V xai
oq&amp;gt;r|voi)euj(Tav, &amp;lt;5L KCXI daqpaXiZ^aGujaav, probably = itnan. The same con

sonants could also be pronounced ithN i or Itrun. In Jfl a &quot;&quot; seems to have

dropped out. The meaning here, according to iK. 6,10, would be to bolt the 5

doors, fasten them with bars.

(4) [For D 3 DVO
)
K = the families were not large, see Johns Hopkins University

Circulars, Vol. xiii, No. 114, July 1894, p. 108. P. H.]
(5) The words njlEWa n^iyn rrn ifio cannot be connected with one another in

Hebrew. The same meaning is differently expressed in Ezr. 8,1. &amp;lt;gv corre- 10

spends exactly: (Jtpxiov rf^ auvobia? 01 av$r}aav v TTPUJTOK;. CL
,
on the other

hand, smoothes out the objectionable element: pifSXiov rf^ &quot;fev^aXo^iac, TUJV

(ivapdvTUJv &amp;lt;?v dpxr). We must leave M in its present condition, and regard the
words njBWn n^iyn as a later addition. They were probably added by the

Chronicler, who has inserted here the list which follows in vv. 6ff. 15
(6) Insert btth, following Ezr. 2,1 and i Esdr. 5,7.

) For & mru read cirn, following Ezr. 2,2 and i Esdr. 5,8 Poeiuou; and after the
name add nrrtfto, following i Esdr. 5,8 TUJV Trpon.Youu&amp;lt;h/ujv aurujv.

) The remarks made on Ezr. 2, 5 apply to the numbers in vv.Sff.

(15) Whether a or, as in Ezr. 2, 10, &amp;gt;ia be the true reading, must remain doubtful. lEsdr. 20
5,12 Bavei and Bavaia. Still, Bavou and Bovoui occur also in VA Ezr. 2,10.

(21) As to the addition after v. 21, see on Ezr. 2,i6f.
(22) The na&amp;gt;n &amp;lt;:s stand two or three places later in Ezr. 2. See also the note on

Ezr. 2,16.

(24ff.) Insert after v.24 : nbp V& HRB ,Tjr ^3, in accordance with the remark on Ezr. 25Then let vv. 33-35 and v. 38 follow,
- because these still speak of clans

t not of districts,
-

together with the expansions afforded by the parallel
texts. See also the note on Ezr. 2, 19 ff.

) Here begins the enumeration of geographical groups, recognizable by n*js =
I fa in I Esdr. 5, i 7 ff. Insert, accordingly, for M *#, in vv. 25.36.37:^ But 3o

is incorrect; for, according to its situation, this locality is not&quot; in place
here, but at vv. 29 f. According to I Esdr. 5, 17 we should read W?; cf. Jos. 15 59-i Chr. 6,59 (6. See note on Ezr. 2 20

) Two districts are combined, which are separate in Ezr. 2, 2, f, but without pro
ducing agreement in the total.

P

) For the gap after v. 29, sec note on Ezr. 2,2 5 f.

As to the addition after this verse, see note on Ezr 2 34 f
(39) See note on Ezr. 2,36.

e has been altered on the basis of i Esdr. 5 , 26, uioi I

.) In vv. 46-56 Neh. 7 has three names less than _

r^te ontzr.^
&quot;

&quot;&quot; SUPPHeCl F r the ^&quot;0^^^ &quot;hes^e

\5^) -&quot;I D DB?13 is an iinnncciKl^ o^^n: A ,.

According
of D anc

* n
authoriiy

(59; I ,6 , ^Mu.5,34 \ve must r

2,57-

Neh.
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yards no longer belong to the persons in question, and that, consequently, they

are certainly no longer in condition to borrow money on these their lost posses

sions; the lot which threatened them was nothing else than slavery. He there

fore proposes, reasonably as it would seem, to strike out the two words.

(5) At the end of the verse, VL give T0^ dvTiuot&amp;lt;;
= nnh^, the true reading; for it 5

is against these that Nehemiah brings reproaches in v. 7.

(7) Strike out the N in M D NBO. The word in question is the verb ntfj,
and the

plural of its participle nBft can only be D^i; cf. vv. io.il, and see BOHME, /. c.,

p. 21.

(9) Strike out the in &quot;IBN^, and read IttiO, as the Qe
re requires. 10

(n) For itt nwttl read nNt5&amp;gt;} Deut. 24, 10 (GEIGER, Zeitschr. fur jild. Theol, viii, 227).

(14) & DHB is an impossible form. It should be either nns or onns. eiq apxovru

aOriiiv = nnns.

(15) nn is unintelligible. We might conjecture in1 (Num. 5,26) and afterward,

following L xai axTov. But 3 gives a better interpretation in quotidie; read 15

accordingly iriN ni^; cf. v. 18.

(18) KEIL attempts to retain B s expression ]y_-^33 by the rendering of all sorts of

wine. But has not a word fallen out after ^, which designated the place or the

mode of distribution ? Or is L right with xai bid b^xa fiuepwv owov TTUVTI TLU

irXriea (iravri TUJ Xaiu)? The latter would be Dyrrt?^ ]&quot;-
or ^Bn ^ following 20

2Chr.30,i8.

6 (6)
VL begin the verse KOU \\v YTpauM vov ^v &quot;utfj;

hence read airo} for M
At the end of the verse strike out n|n n^^S; the woras are wanting in (5,

and break the thread of the letter.

(10) The end of the verse runs in &amp;lt;D

V
: on pxovtai VUKTO&amp;lt;; cpoveuffai ae, and in L

OTI gpxovrai ^oveuaai oe VUKTO&amp;lt;;- pxovrai dttoKTeivai ae. Thus no trace appears

of a 1 before nb^. The 1 in 1 should be struck out, and the first sentence ended

with n^. BOHME, /. c., has called attention to the fact that, elsewhere also,

Nehemiah is in the habit of placing nW at the end of the sentence. Cf. Neh. 30

2,12.13. IS-

(n) Point tf ijtn, not tf-n (VAN DER HOOGHT). The n is the interrogative par

ticle. So BAR and GINSBURG.

(13) The beginning of the verse defies all interpretation, and is evidently corrupt.

BERTHEAU and KEIL, it is true, assert that the first \yftb means on this account, 35

but neither has given any proof. It is not hard to recognize in the present words

\y& in 1130 1J7D
1

? n3, at the end of v. 12 and in the beginning of v. 13, a ditto-

graphy based upon the group of letters \yab WVtttf, * . c. }y^ : ^nnato. Strike out,

accordingly, in nte 15?0^ at the beginning of v. 13. It is another question, of

course, whether, with that, we have obtained the original text. &amp;lt;5

L KCU
Tu&amp;gt;pict&amp;lt;; 40

Kcxi lavapcddT &amp;lt;?uia6ujaavTO OUTOV, OTTUJ? opopri0ei&amp;lt;; TTOUIOUJ KT\. leads to the same

wording as that above restored; v, on the other hand, has xai Tu^ia xai

ZavapaXXar duiaeibaavto ^d-rr ^,ue oxXov, STTUJ^ cpopnQ* KCti iroinauj KtX.

(19) The last clause of the verse should be connected by 1 with what precedes: nna);

xrX.

(i) The gatekeepers (n&quot;lW)
are quite in place, but it is impossible to see why the

singers and Levites should have been appointed by Nehemiah just after the 50

completion of the building of the wall. The words DM^n] D^nWorn are therefore

a later addition to the original text, based on the idea that it is the Temple

which is here being spoken of.
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4 clause following, and conceive it as an addition to the subject contained in

nntfn. The meaning would then be : Of whatever place ye may be. But this

addition, couched thus in general terms, does not correspond to the definite ex

pression of the words following (in particular U
!?J&amp;gt;).

v translates xi errroaav

rmlv, AvafJcuvouaiv K TTCIVTUJV TWV TOTTUJV qp f|udc;; &amp;lt;B

L xai elirov rmlv, Avoided- 5

vouaiv ^K TTcivTUJv Tuuv TOTTUJV fire ^TTeaTpeijmTe Trpoc; r]uac;. To make dva(iai-

vouaiv = D Of5 ntey seems impossible. The only remaining alternative is to sup

pose that (5 read a lbj?l in the text, with which nlttperr^ap would readily con

nect.

(7) The difficulties of v. 7 are not small. BERTHEAU misses the object of the first 10

T03W, and proposes, instead of flVfinriD which is hard to interpret, to read

nintfriD or nililtfn, in 2Chr. 26,15 = catapult. Accordingly he translates: so I set

tip defensive engines in the place behind the wall, i?i protected spots. But, apart
from the arbitrary conjecture, it cannot well be said that the sentence is intelli

gible. According to the connection h nrm, h nrurio the phrase b riVfinri must 15

mean points situated beneath another place, lower than it. In our view, according
to well-known usage, ]D signifies simply the place at (or upon) which something
is. By the plural with b following, which on its part is connected with the sin

gular, the expression is given a distributive sense: at points which were each

time lower than the spot in question (that on which they were to work?), behind 20

the wall, /. e. B Tinsa. This word seems intended to determine more exactly
the preceding general statement; every reader at the time must have known at

once what was meant by it. To-day we can no longer tell; perhaps, also, the

text has not been correctly transmitted. (8 has in place of it v
TO!&amp;lt;; aKeireivoTs

= in sheltered places (such as cave-like hiding places). ffiL Ka i garr]aav uTroKa- 25
TU)6ev TOU TOTTOU t6ma6ev rod reixou? ev TOI? dvaTreTtTau^voiq ;

a doublet. We
should, perhaps, read O rnsa, Jud. 9,49; 18.13,6, cf. EUTING, Nabat. Inschr

(1885), pp. 54 f. (No. 15,11.4.5).
For A\ TOJ?) read

nS&amp;gt;1, following (BSL arr\aav.

) M ni|pl N1
Y

1 is unintelligible. &amp;lt;5L has after D.TJBO xai tupxiaa auroix; Kupiov 30
X^YUJV, Tou 9eoO )IULUV TOU ueiaAou K. 90^. This looks like a doublet of the

beginning of the verse = B 3BJ1
; cf. 5,12.

After fix there has dropped out wrb; (gv TOU Geou riuujv TOO ^eycxXou xai

(po^epou, L
Kupiov Aerujv TOU 6eou r],uijjv TOU ue-f. K. cpop. Cf. 9,32; Deut. 7,21.

(9) For the Ke
thib

3itf|i read the Qere
3B&amp;gt;|1. 35

(10) The 1 before mne-jn injures the sense, and should be struck out in spite of its

attestation in (D. On the other hand, a i is wanting before D 3jen, where (5 also
translates one.

The end of the verse should extend over the first two words of v. 11, which
in (5 are still rightly included within it. Cf. BOHME, /. c., pp. 17 f. 40

(n) The singular
n^j&amp;gt;

is required by the preceding IT, which has to be in the singu
lar as explicative of nna.

(14) (f) Kai 6
6eo&amp;lt;; fnativ gives evidence of a 1 before wrfy*.

The end of the verse in Jit is unintelligible. Instead of discussing the various
;iT3 or U fin for n^n) it seems better to make use of the text given 45

KUI avbpa 6v dir^TeXXov ?*! TO ubujp, dvr]P Kai ouXov UUTOU ej ? TO ubuup
&amp;gt;&amp;lt; in^i & n^n-^ w^ nete B&amp;gt;w. Instead of the perfect n^ we might

:onjecture the participle D^B used in Aramaizing fashion.

5 (2) For D 21. HOUBIGANT (1753) had already conjectured n^ijj, following v 3 Cf qo
BOHME, /. c., pp.

(4) The words w^-j ,JW o f & cannot be connected with W]b. BOHME /. c pp
called attention to the fact that according to v. S the fields and vine-



\i0ujv auTUJv; L-j-
zKai eurev VUJTUOV TUJV dbeXqpwv auTou Kai rf\c buvd-

ueuj? Iauape(a&amp;lt;; Kai elirev, Ti oi loubaToi oi oubauivoi OUTOI TTOIOUOIV
OTI otKobououai Tr)v auTwv -rroXiv; 3Kai

Tu&amp;gt;pia&amp;lt;; 6 AuuaviTn.c; ^xoueva auToO

r)X6ev 4Kai eurov -rrpoq auTous, MriKaTaXedjJonevauTOuq, apa euaidaouow,
apa buvn.crovTar Kai e( arjiuepov tdaovTai

TOU&amp;lt;; XiGouq ueTd TO Yev^a-
Gai Y?K Xwjaa Kauee&quot;vTa&amp;lt;; Kai TO Teixoq (!uTreTrpr)aue vov; 5K ui

6 Aia|aujviTri&amp;lt;; f)v ^x,ueva auTou Kai elire Trpo? OUTOUC;, Kai-fe
Kai 6uaidou0iv f\ qpayovTai e^ui TOU TOTTOU auTijuv; ouxi Mv

&quot;|,
KaGeXei TO Telxoc; TUJV XiGtuv auTujv; The relation of these two

versions to one another and to M is very instructive for the character of the 10

Lucianic text. The underlying identity of the Greek is plainly recognizable, but
so also, at the same time, is the working over which L has undergone, by
means of alterations and additions based on the Hebrew text. The opening in

L has been changed on the basis of Jil. Nevertheless, the double ne^ in M is

very awkward, and certainly not original. 15

Other doubts suggest themselves. The first sentence of Sanballat in Jit sounds

very empty; moreover, can one, in strictness, speak before thepnttW VTI? According
to v

,
on the other hand, we get the significant sentence: nnirrn 3 ]11BW b&quot;n ntn

DTJ?&quot;
71? 3?0 D ? f2 n^ 7- The beginning of v. 3 in is not in the right place;

it is therefore repeated by L in its proper position. Kai elirav (emov) -rrpoi; 20

OUTOUC; of VL corresponds, therefore, to the Hebrew clause Dnb lltjrn, which is

translated a second time in L by ur) KaTaXedyouev OUTOU&amp;lt;;. Beyond question,
& has here preserved the original text; the change of on^ to DVfb&6 should be

rejected. The sentence which follows in &amp;lt;B

V
, Mr) Ouaidaouaiv f| qpayovTai ^iri TOO

T6TTOU auTOuv is confirmed by L v. 5, Kai 6uaiaouaiv f| qpayovTai iri TOO TOTTOU 25

DVn, are variants. The sentence which follows in M occurs only in L v. 4, but

is also confirmed by the end of v. 35 in Jit
(cf.

v v. 3,
L v. 5).

L xuuu.a (noin =
nsrn) KOUO^VTUC; Kai TO TeTxoc; ^uTreirpriauevov is a doublet.

(35) The opening should stand as in Jlt = ffiL \. 5. Tobiah s speech is fully preserved 30
in L v. 5, n1ptt-b D^pKl D nah (n^ia Dn-IE K oa). In this form vv. 34.35 mutually
confirm one another. It becomes at the same time apparent that Tobiah, while

taking up the words of Sanballat, means to outdo them by a stroke of wit.

(36) For M njia has
ei&amp;lt;; |nuKTr)piau6v = nj 3^, which is probably correct.

35

4 (i) Strike out Jtt D^TntfNrn, following 6V . They are mentioned nowhere else in this

connection. The words D ibPrn
D^&quot;]5rn

are also presumably an addition, either

by the Chronicler, or as a later gloss; for Nehemiah nowhere else expresses
himself in this way.

For M nrnx VL have r\ qpur); read, accordingly, nsnxn. 40

For the pronunciation D^jnsn no decisive reason is discoverable. BOHME,
/. c., p. 18, has therefore proposed to pronounce D jnsn (cf. 6,1).

(2) For M I
1

? read f\b; Nehemiah speaks of Jerusalem in the feminine (2, 17).
L TOU

iTOinaai auTriv dqpavr) Kai iroifiaai ,uoi TiXdviiaiv is a doublet. The sentence is

wanting in v
. 45

(3)
L reads irpoq Kupiov TOV Geov iquOuv = ^Vn^S flin^H. The full expression is

well adapted to the context, v, on the other hand, has only irp6&amp;lt;;
TOV 6eov

(6) The words nii3p!2rr ?2 are hard to connect in the present text of &. BERTHEAU-

RYSSEL, comparing the wording of Ezr. 1,4, connect the expression with the 5

The variants of this recension are distinguished by spaced type.
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3 parallel to D B iSn. C5A Puuxeein is a mere transcript of the Hebrew DTlpl (DTlpn),
&amp;lt;5

L luuaKem a variant of the same. Cf. W. A. TH. BOHME, /. c.

(10) Strike out the 1 before &quot;Ui; (8LS read only KCXT^VCXVTI.

(n) For the ill-suited r\] of ill read ill iri, following (5V Kai
uu&amp;lt;; trupTou TOU va-

eoupeiju. 5

(13) For in niBtfn read nise&amp;gt;n, following v. 14; (5 rfjc; KOTtpia?.

(14) (5V auras Kal oi uioi aOroO = VJS* Kin, itt Ulir *n. But, in connection with what
follows (Bv Kai ^tfK^iraaav (05

L
daT^faaav) aurr)v xai a-rr|aav KT\. and upon

comparison of v. 15 (5L
,
we should read: Tttl

lljta^l irttl Kin. C/: also v. 13.

(15) J8 vrojn IJ^B l 1333 11

Nirt; but L auro? iLKobojuriaev aurr)v Kai ^aTdyaaev auxnv 10

xai cnrnffe. Read, accordingly, TttJ?v tt^B^ injQ Kin. The Ke
thib vraj?

1

&quot;! is an

oversight.

(18) For ill
&quot;?3

05A has Bevei, @v Bebei, 6L Bavai. Read M33, comparing with v. 24;
Ezr. 3,9; Neh. 10,10.

(19) (5 translates nty, or rnty if it so be read, like jvty in v. 31 f., by dvapdaeo)?. In 15
both passages &amp;lt;8 s text seems to have had the same word. But rby alongside of

pl?J is unintelligible, while rvty can be rendered, as in vv. 3 if., upper chamber,
room in a tower. Yet we should then be obliged to regard pt^n also as a short

expression for pB an JV2.

(20) rnnn is dittography of the preceding word. The Versions have no knowledge 20
of it. It should be struck out.

The Kethib -or, as against the Qe
re ^t, is supported by the Versions and

Ezr. 10,28.

(2 5) P^D? V&quot; seems to be wanting at the beginning of this verse, and p mn after

Vl.n in the second half of the verse. 2 r

(26) The first half of this verse evidently gives a passing remark upon Ophel (cf.
But as Ophel is not mentioned before v. 27, the remark should not

come until after that. The improper place of the notice confirms the impression
ts contents, that it was not a part of the original text. The second

half of the verse, on the other hand, is the continuation of v. 25
b

. The division 30
of the verses should be altered accordingly.

(30) The Q e
re in vv. 30.31 vmw (for nrm) is confirmed by the Versions.

&amp;lt;& rnt? read n^ rne, &amp;lt;J5 ^Tpov beurepov. The preceding word Wn
ither be taken as referring to p = //w sixth descendant, or connected with= thc sixth a second portion, \. e

., H. was the sixth, and undertook not
one portion for building, but two. The latter, however, does not agree with the

e m Neh. 3, inasmuch as in v. 30 it mentions for the seventh time
one as having restored a second building section. As the first possibilitybe an entirely unparalleled and exceptional remark in this connection

suspicion forces itself upon us that under the consonants wn lies a state- 40
concerning the native place of this man

ie compound ^Hrqa is entirely unintelligible; WSa means neither the gold-
t, nor belonging to the guild of the goldsmiths&quot; (BOHME, /. c.\ &amp;lt;5 has TOO

Eopoqici (lepacpa). The article forbids the idea that it is a proper name but
s rj?n may designate the man who comes from nsm : [cf. nabfi, &amp;lt;W &c., 45&quot;&quot;

: c.
, c.,

303, C; Sr^J\, ^^ &c .

WRIGHT-DEGOEJE3, 251&quot;-&quot;? H
Sarepta^referred

to

^7k I 7 , 9 f.
cf. the place of the same name not

:bna in Southern Palestine called to-day ^^\ e^arafand. The
c -xt, to be sure, points to a goldsmith

&quot;. -1 -M,5 50ol louba.o, -

&quot;

&quot;-

TOU
TO
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(5) ill ncin without the article is impossible. Read IDnn, following Neh. 9,32,

Deut. 7,9. 5

(6) In the first double clause it is remarkable that first the singular and then the

plural is employed. We expect uniformity in parallel clauses. In favor of the

plural in the first clause we have L TCI tliTci aou TrpoadxovTCt, and similarly, 2 Chr.

6,40 and y 130,2. Read, accordingly, n3B&amp;gt;j? ?pim (twnn) Hi^nn. Yet &amp;lt;gv supports

the singular, and v. 1 1 uses it also. The tradition of the text varied even in an- 10

cient times; but, originally, the plural would seem to have been used in both

members, presumably in v. n also.

(7) ill l^an bin; the Masoretic pronunciation of these two words is obscure.

Nothing can be made of the sense pledge, pledges, Ezek. 18, 12. 16. To construe

or render bin as infin. absol. would be ungrammatical. The most probable 15

assumption seems to be that the vocalization depends on some Aramaism un

known to us. So far as we know, the Pi el (Pa el) of ban in Hebrew and Bibli

cal Aramaic means act evilly (Job 34, 31?), like nntf; hence W. A. TH. BOHME
has suggested the pronunciation uban ban. Cf. his paper Uber den Text des

Buches Nehcmiah, first half, (Programme of the Marienstifts- Gymnasium, 20

Stettin, 1871). [In Eccl. 5,5, on the other hand, we must read b3n instead of

ban; so, too, in Is. 54,16, banb instead of M banb; see CHEYNE, ad loc. P. H.]

(8) For the second hemistich (ill lil lbj?n ons) v has
ujael&amp;lt;;

dv
d&amp;lt;Juv6eTn.&amp;lt;jriTe,

L

ddv dudprriT^ uoi uueiq; hence ibfclpn DN.

(n) Compare the note on v. 6.

2 (i) &amp;lt;5

V has Kal r)v (owo?), (8L KCU riv (6 oivo&amp;lt;;)
= ^M instead of ill ^\ In view of the

similar construction I
,
I \^\ commends itself.

(6) Before ill
na^l&quot;

1 the article has dropped out. (5 r| Ka0r|udvri i\6\.itva. auToO; read,

accordingly, 1^S n3^1n. 3

(13) 6V renders the 130 of .in by ouvrplpuuv (dv TUJ reixei), 05L by xaTavouuv (TOI?

Teixecnv). The latter, the only construction which makes sense, requires the

pronunciation 13^, as read by BAR and GINSBURG.

The clause n^ns en
&quot;i^

is remarkable : (a) for the spelling ten instead of on ;

(&} for the masc. plur. used with reference to ntaln. (5V o auroi Ka0aipoOaiv= 35

D^-jb nn 1B^; but surely an cannot refer to persons not named at all in what

precedes. &amp;lt;BL seems to confirm the passive construction of ill with TOI&amp;lt;; Teixeaiv

____ Tot? KaTea-rraau^voit;. For tt write D ; cf. BAR and GINSBURG. For the form

of the sentence, cf.
GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH26

, I38,b. The use of the participle

reminds us of Aramaic (cf. KAUTZSCH, Aram. Gramm., 76; for the pronoun, 40

87, 3), and, perhaps, the masculine can be understood as being due to the

writer s having in mind the Aramaic word for wall, which, according to Ezr.

3,5.9, is masculine. In 1,3 we read nsi&O. KLOSTERMANN, /. c., p. 256 pro

poses to read D^D DU7 ^K.
(15) For -ntf read, with BAR and GINSBURG, nato, as in v. 13. 45

3 (7) [Eo. MEYER, /. c., p. 108, n. i proposes to read -nU^O&quot;! pJDl IWK V instead of &
nssam pjn:

s 3. P. H.]

(8) The name nvrm awakens suspicion both through its consonants and its vowels.

(5L Bapaxiou ^S
JL&amp;gt;^,

3 Araja. The original form of the name cannot be restor- 50

ed. As the following word
D&quot;B&quot;!1S positively requires the article, the final n of

this uncertain name has been connected with that word.

A proper name seems to have dropped out after the second )3, for D njp.n is
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IO contained what was formerly the heading of the list vv. i8ff. ( U1

(19) For &amp;lt;H D fctfNl read, with KUENEN, DttK1. See KuENEN-BuDDE, Gesammelte Ab-

handlungcn, 1894, p. 245.

(23) B^j3 tun is given by M and all the Versions; still, it looks like a subsequent
addition. The glossator was probably under the impression that Jr^j? was an 5

error for Kclita who is known as a Levite from Neh. 8,7; 10, 11, while rrbp does
not occur anywhere else.

(24) After JH TB^K, I Esdr. 9,24 v adds BdKXOupo?, L Kai laxxoup, L here Kai

ZaKXoup, evidently = l^n. As the name cannot be explained as dittography of
another near it, we must regard it, apparently, as an original element of the text. 10

Cf. i Chr. 25,2.10; Neh. 12,35.

(25) It seems strange to meet the name rpp^tt twice, i Esdr. 9,26 L substitutes in
the second instance, L here in the first, Mtxaia? = n;r&; perhaps correctly.

(28) The clan Bebai is well known from Ezr. 2,11 and Neh. 7,16. But it should be
noted that L and i Esdr. 9, 29 L

give for it BoKxei = &quot;j?3.
The tradition ap- 15

pears thus to have varied here just as in Ezr. 8, 11.

(29) M h*V is a surprising name, i Esdr. 9,30 V has Kai AadrjXo?, LA0aanX =

For .ffl WOT (Q
ere nitt^l) read niavi, following i Esdr. 9,30.

(30 For & ^ read &amp;lt;J201 as in the preceding similar clauses, following v and 20
i Esdr. 9,32 (V).

(34) For & towj the reading tow, following L
|ujr|X and i Esdr. 9,34 (V) | OUva,

(L) lourjX, is more correct. As to ^a, see on v. 38.
(35) The end of v. 35 and beginning of v. 36 are hopelessly corrupt, v XeXxem

LXeXtaaoup, i Esdr. 9,34 v Kal AVUJ?, Kapapaaeujuv, L XeXiaaouB for which 2;
Jfl has gwa or

For M ,T31 V has Ouiexuja, L Ouavia, i Esdr. 9,34 v K i Evoiaeipo? (end of
v. 36 .flt).

(37) ^n and njaria side by side we must consider a doublet. V MaGavia MaGavav
:oinaav ==^ #. has Maeeavia only; I Esdr. 9,34 V Kai Maurdvamoc, 3o

EXiaaet ?; L Maeeavia. The end of the verse, too, is unintelligible
(38) According to and i Esdr. 9,34, v. 38 begins a new clan; hence, according to

the usual opening, W; strike out the T that follows, and pronounce, like or
,

. We cannot tell how the three possible pronunciations M3 ^ and
to be distributed between vv. 29.34 and 38

(40) Again, -the beginning of the verse would seem to be badly corrupted v M a-
ou, & xai Nabapou; so, too, i Esdr. 9, 34 L. but i Esdr. 9, 34 v Kai ^ K

uhuv EZu,pa--,w W; cf. Neh.lo,i8. Considering the helpless vacilla-

foundation

C tl0n ne &quot; ^ PeihapS be Pcrmitted to build on ^s flimsy

Kal
f &amp;gt;

t aw ^
UT
T ?&quot;

TUVaiKlI)V ^ ^wnaav uiou ?: both have made guessesWhether ,

^.9,36
KI d^Xuaav aura, auv T^KVOI S really had a cliffer-

t may be doubted
(cf. ROSTERS, /. ,., pp . I22f; German edition, p. 102)

comparison of these words with * leads to the conjecture, 45D*? (DriNb or Dn&) w^.. M tt^i is perhaps a doublet of i D^:
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g (7) According to the Greek authorities a 1 should be inserted before
W?^&amp;gt;p

and

tyjni, likewise before OB ?.

(8) For JH iyr6N U\PJ&amp;gt; VNr6, v and L have TOU cpurrio-ui ocpeaXuou? nn&v, omit

ting the word at which the reader stumbles, i Esdr. 8,76 (KCU) TOU dvuKaXuiyui

qpuuaTfipa r|uwv dv TUJ OIKUJ TOU Kupiou r]uujv = 1Vr6K JVD!! UTlXp &quot;^n^,
shows 5

itself to be the true reading by taking up the awkward U r6N into the flow of

the discourse.

IO (i) i Esdr. 8,88 does not read ^Oto|tt, with M and
,
but D^tfwp. This is certainly

not the original reading; for ir here means the exiles as in 8,25. 10

(2) The Qere D^J? (2,31; 8,7) is preferable.

(3) The indefinite expression n^r^a in M is evidently incorrect. Not merely the

article is required, but some closer determination of what women are meant.
V iroiaaq Tac; YUVOUKOK;, 6L irdaa? TVLC, YUVCUKCK; TO? dXXoTpia&amp;lt;;, i Esdr. 8,90

miaa? TCK; YUVUIKGK; f^uim/ TU&amp;lt;;
dx TWV dXXoYevwv (

L+ dGvwv); hence, at least, 15

rvriaan lytfrba.

The second half of v. 3 in #t :ny n minai ivnbs nisoa DTinni -onx nsya is

corrupt. The very mode in which the motives for action are set side by side

awakens strong suspicion. By the pronunciation i ls for fix (BERTHEAU,
REUSS, RAWLINSON) little improvement is made; we should surely expect the 20

Law to come first, and afterwards the opinion of the devout, not vice versa. L

agrees with iH. &amp;lt;5

V
dj&amp;lt;;

civ pouXrj dvciaTr|9t Kai cpof^piaov auTouq dv dvToXaT^

6eoO r||uujv, xai we, 6 v6u.oi; fevriGriTUJ. i Esdr. 8,90 ib? dxplOri 001, KOI oaoi -rreieap-

Xno&quot;ouaiv(LTrei0apxoO(n) TOO v6u.ou((5
L Tuj VOJLHU) TOO Kupiou (LoVvaoTclvTec; eTTrov

irpoi; &quot;Elbpav). They agree, accordingly, on ^ns3, and substantially on ni5tp 25

U rftK, approximately on nnnnn V
)
and Dninn. But to follow the reading of v

is unadvisable, in view of v. 4. i Esdr. would yield: Q n^n rnsp} D^inn ^il ^OSS?
xnty- px np.S l

3j?.
V. 4 thus obtains a suitable introduction.

(4) Jll mp; i Esdr. 8,9 v has
dva&amp;lt;jTti&amp;lt;; duiT^Xet, (5L dvdaTa, diriTdXei = n&amp;gt;&amp;gt;3 Dip.

Entirely suitable. 30

(5) For M DM^n read D ^ni, following i Esdr. 8
, 92 and L.

(6) The second
&quot;^l

is meaningless. Read
|^ji, following i Esdr. 9,2 KOI auXiaGeti;

dKei and S (see BERTHEAU who follows CLERICUS).
The last clause runs in &--. TI yap dTT^vGet, in i Esdr. 9,2 : (TI) irevOuiv uir^p

TUJV dvo,uiuJv TIJUV |aeYXuuv TOO trXrieoui;
= bnan nyn ^J?fi&quot;V? ^?snp; TI = OTI; TI 35

Yotp in (5L would seem to be a doublet. See also the note on 9,4.

(9) For M Bhha read Bhr6, following i Esdr. 9,5 and TOU |ur|v6?. Here also the

name of the month (Chislew) may have dropped out before Kin in the same way
as in 6,15 and 7,8.

(12) The Qere ?n?*i3 should be preferred to the Kethib T1

!?!?- 4

(14) itt run 12^ HV is meaningless. Trepi TOO pr|(aaTO&amp;lt;; TOUTOU, I Esdr. 9, 13
v TOO

TrpaYMaToq TOUTOU, L uepi TOO rrpaYuaTOi; TOUTOU = njn 13^.

(16) The connection with v. 15 is bad; presumably in consequence of an abbreviation

by the Chronicler of the original account.

The form ^13V is translated by v
only, Kai bteaTaXnoav, but with the variant 45

xai avbpei; for Jfl D^JK. According to the context, Ezra must appear as the

agent. With that agrees L Kai bidcrreiXev &quot;EZ&pa? and i Esdr. 9,16 KOI direXd-

EOTO auTiu &quot;Eapai;
= 1?) ^31 (BERTHEAU-RYSSEL).

At the end of the \-erse read d1&quot;lV for the monstrosity Bh
&quot;n^&amp;gt;.

(17) The article is indispensable before D tfJN; read, therefore, Dntfirr!?2:i,
L dv Trflai 50

Toiq dvbpdai. But the original text perhaps read otherwise: i Esdr. 9,17 KOI

f|x6r| dm irdpai; Ta KOTO Touq avbpai;. H. E. KYLE (Ezra and Nehemiah, 139)

and KOSTERS, /.
&amp;lt;:., p. 123 (German edition, p. 103) conjecture that in v. 17 is
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8 (29) i Esdr. 8
, 58 renders nfc in n^nwn n by &amp;lt;pu\c!pxoi&amp;lt;;,

and the &quot;ifc in niaNn -&amp;gt;ien

by f]Youu^voi&amp;lt;;. The translator cannot possibly have read the same word in

both cases, as we now do in M. In the second passage he read *&\ When
this word is inserted, we obtain the usual expression.

For M nl3B&amp;gt;!&amp;gt;n read JYDB b, following and i Esdr. 8,58. 5

(30) In pure Hebrew the beginning of the verse would have to be ^2J5M. If we do
not wish to change the text, we must regard the form transmitted by ill as a

syntactical Aramaism. See a similar case in v. 36, 1N&J); so, too, in 3,8. 10.

(34) The final words of v. 34, nn fira, are connected in v with v. 35. Both form and
content are in favor of this. 10

Insert 1 before ^Btea, following and i Esdr. 8
,
62.

(35) Instead of the singular nbiy read the plural ni^lj?, following and i Esdr. 8,63.

(36) The Persian expression for satrap (khshatrapawart) stands here alongside of the

Aramaic-Hebrew nns [Assyr. paxdtu}. Presumably the second expression is an
ancient explanatory gloss on the first. Cf. Neh. 2,9. The double expression lay 15
even before the Greek translators. According to ED. MEYER, op. tit., p. 31, n. 3,

however, the Assyro-Babylonian nns was the regular designation of the satraps
even during the Persian period, but in the course of time it was gradually sup
planted by the Persian title khshatrapdvan = \W\vr\\H; in that case *jten ^EmcriX
would be a gloss on niins, and not -vice versa. 2O
On Mtsw see note to v. 30.

9 (i) In the enumeration of the various classes of the people from which mixed
marriages had taken place I Esdr. 8,66 adds oi cxpxovTet; = Dnten. That these
should really be included is proved by Jtt in v. 2

b
. In that case we should not, 25

of course, expect the same expression Dnfrn in v. i
a

. i Esdr. 8,65 has there oi

rifouuevoi v or oi
rpreuove&amp;lt;; L, which usually corresponds to the Hebrew

D tffcon. The difference would seem to be original.
For ornnirtis, has yna, i Esdr. 8,66 L

&amp;lt;j?na.
This last connection is to be

preferred, as ornriaWio readily connects with nwjsn 1Bo by way of closer de- 30
finition.

In i Esdr. 8, 66 Jbn and nbgn are wanting from the list of alien peoples; in

place of the latter, however, &quot;O lNn is given, which would seem to be correct.

3&amp;lt;pn]
nnfcn strikes us as verbose; one of the two expressions is sufficient for

the sense, and the Chronicler, in fact, in Neh. 12,32.38 (cf. v. 40) replaces the 35
favorite expression of Nehemiah D^JD by onto, v has merely xai Xeip TUJV dp-
X6VTUJV, while L and i Esdr. 8, 67 reproduce two expressions. Presumably
D^pn is the original, which the Chronicler has actually superseded in v i bv

-

(4) i Esdr. 8, 69 has as end of the first half of the verse &amp;lt;!uou (ctuToO) ireveoOvTO? 40
rt ^3no ^w. & n^ian is certainly attested by both here

and m Ezr. 10,6, but i Esdr. 9,1 (= Ezr/io,6) again reads not nbian but toan
.s i Esdr. 9 ,3 f. 1 5 is doubtless acquainted with the n^a in Ezr 10 yf.

16, no critical inference can be drawn from the variation. The circumstantial
J from i Esdr. 8,69, on the other hand, supplies a better sense: those faith- 45

Law, attracted by Ezra s strange conduct, gather about him while he is
on the ground weeping; but not after he had sat upon the ground until

: evening sacrifice. The temporal determinative, ann nrji^ i, refers to Ezra s
f attitude; in other words, v. 4^ should be connected with v 5 Thus

sdr.8,69 is justified. Further, i Esdr. 8,70 should be followed in 50
sinking out the temporal determinative anyn nruisa in v 5 As soon

itimately connected with v. 5, its superfluousness becomes apparent.Strike out the second \^ m &. c/. i Esdr. 8 71.
Ezra

6
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clans or individuals. Further, the men sent by Idclo are plainly indicated as

Levites, since in vv. i8f. they are reckoned with the (Levite) clans Mahli and

Merari. The question recurs in v. 24; see note there.

(16) The text is here loaded with doublets; nor do the Versions give it in a pure
state. In the first half of the verse Al has 9 names; so, too, 05V. 05L omits ]m. 5

i Esdr. 8,43, according to 05V
, gives 10 names; according to 03L

, 7 names. Yet

lapeip (luupip), which is wanting in 03L, would seem to belong to the original text.

Hence we should strike out ]nj^ )riV^. In the second half of the verse the

proper names should be struck out; they are repeated from what precedes. Cf.

i Esdr. 8,43
v TOIJ^ nfouu^voui; KOU dTUOTr|uovac;, 05L apxovraq 0uveTou&amp;lt;;. 10

(17) The difference between Ke
thib and Qere is here reflected in the Versions. The

Qere requires jmsi Idespatched them-=commissioned them; cf. Ex. 6, 13; Jer. 27,4.

The Ke
thib should be read nxsfJO, and interpreted in the sense of dismiss, send

away, following Gen. 19,5; Jer. 38,23. In both cases nx~!?P is to be taken in the

sense of ns^s. The Qe
re, taken in the sense specified, deserves the prefer- 15

ence.

The words D&quot;iin3n VHK are, after Iddo, totally unintelligible. Read vnl,

following i Esdr. xai ToTq dbeXcpoic; auTOu, and strike out D Jinan. Iddo s

brethren were not the Nethinim. But it may be that in has crept into the text

as a gloss on nvntfO; cf. SlEGFRlED-STADE 447. 2o

(18) Strike out 1 before ivrntf, both because the sense requires it, and because 05 and

i Esdr. 8
, 46, in spite of all disagreements, are at one in reading no 1 in this

passage.

(19) For Al inso write nl. 05V xcd TOV Qactiav, as before xai TOV Aae(3eia; 05L xai

leaaia. i Esdr. 8,47 05AV exhibit a trace of another name: 05A xai Avvouvov, 25

v oi K TUJV uiiiiv Xavouvaiou = ]un, )l3n.

For Al vnN, at the end of the verse, read D.TrtNl, as required by the continua

tion Dn&quot;321, and attested by i Esdr. 8,47 (8L.

(22) The final clause is wanting in I Esdr. 8,52. As it is not required by the context

it would seem to be an expansion of the original text. Yet it appears in (5. 30

(24) The varying construction of vv. 15-20 (see above) is connected with the uncer

tainty of the text of v. 24. ifl, on the first impression, seems to mean that two

of the chief priests were Sherebiah and Hashabiah, the names of the other ten

not being mentioned. This text of M is exactly confirmed by 6V TIU lapcuci,

Aaapioi, somewhat more freely by &amp;lt;6

L TOV lapaplav xai TOV Aaa^iav (= i Esdr. 35

8,54 (5L). Nevertheless, it cannot be correct; for, according to vv. i8f., Sherebiah

and Hashabiah are not of priestly but of Levite origin. Accordingly, their brethren

v. 24
b cannot be the D anS of v. 24

a
. Moreover, the end of v. 24, J? JM, would

be a very needless remark. Hence i Esdr. 8,54
v probably gives the best

text: xai Eaepe^iav xai Aaaajaiav = n;a^ni n;:nch. See KEIL and SCHULTZ ad 40

locum.

(26) For A\ DT hy, it seems best to read D.TT-^&amp;gt;, on the basis of &amp;lt;5

V dm
xeipa&amp;lt;;

auTuiv.

Al n33 nxe nnt nn::b; the last two numbers run in 05VI-: xai axeuri dpYupa

4xaTov, xai TciXavTa xpuaiou (
L \pva\ov Ta\avTa) ^xaT6v. Read, accordingly, 45

HNfi 2nj nspi, and strike out the last 133. By this means the unusual connections

in Jll are removed.

(27) The number D^tf in A\ is supported neither by 05 nor by i Esdr. OjVL have

bidcpopa, i Esdr. 8, 56 &amp;lt;8

V b^xa,
L bdxa buo, where buo seems to be a doublet,

/. c. a correction after Al. The other numbers in vv. 26 f. arc remarkably high; 50

D 3, therefore, can hardly be right.

(28) For Al nrniw, 05 and i Esdr. 8,57 have in agreement TUJV uuTipiuv
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7 &amp;lt;v/,
russ probably means now. It has been conjectured that the words consti

tute a formula of abbreviation, by which the complete introduction of the ori

ginal letter has been replaced. Cf. 4, 10. n . 17.

According to GlNSBURG N^rwa is the best-authenticated pronunciation.

ANDREAS (in MARTI) would prefer T &quot;12,
which is also attested by some MSS. 5

(14) [En. MEYER, op. tit., p. 61, thinks that nn: has dropped out after rchts. Unless

we insert the pronoun we must translate : as a mission (or delegation) is sentfortli

by the King and his seven counselors (ministers). P. H.]

(19) The construct-state connection in M n!?B&amp;gt;rr n!?N, compared with the style of the

rest of the letter, seems harsh and exceptional. ffi
v has dv lepouaaXrju, and in 10

i Esdr. 8,17 roO dv lep.;
L T0 o 6eoO lapar)X v lep., and in i Esdr. 8,17 TOU

Geou laparjX, with the misplaced addition TOU eV lep. We must read, therefore,

as in 7,15: D^BhV3 ^ biOBr
n^&amp;gt;.

(22) The peculiar arrangement of the words ntt nttfa
1
02 lJM is striking. As in the

preceding clauses, TOO should be placed after
1&amp;gt;

%
. Cf.

L KOI eXaiou u)c; PCXTUJV 15

exaTov. KAUTZSCH, Grammatik, p. 128.

(25) For the plural &amp;lt;rn of 1 read the singular rn. Cf. v. 26 and elsewhere. v and
i Esdr. 7,23 vouov TOU 6eou tfou.

At the end of the verse, the singular should be restored, following I Esdr. 8,23

biboiei&amp;lt;;, perhaps with suffix of the 3. pers. sing., najninn. 20

(26) For the forms lEhtf (K
e
thib) and Bhtf (Q

e
re), cf. KAUTZSCH, Gramm., pp. ii4f.

(28)
VL read rnien after r6, as in 7 , 9.

8 (2.3) According to I Esdr. 8,29, vv. 2 and 3 should be otherwise divided. The words
,T33tf &quot;J20 more closely define tfltsn. Cf. i Chr. 3,22. BERTH.-RYSSEL, pp. 97 f. 25

(5)
A and i Esdr. 8,3.2

v read: xai diro uiuuv (^K TOJV uiuuv) ZaGorii; Iexovia? =
n^atf ttn?

&quot;iap^. &amp;lt;tt is thus completed. Cf. Ezr. 2,8. BERTH.-RYSSEL, p. 99.

(10) Complete the verse, following i Esdr. 8,36 v
&amp;lt;?K TUJV uiaiv Baviou; = in \120.

Cf. Ezr. 2, 10. BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, p. 99.

(u) A\ has ^22 twice. That is hardly probable. True, v has Bapci, but L Boxxei 30=
^i?2; so, too, i Esdr. 8,37 ^. Moreover, in Ezr. 10,28 L

puts BOKXB for A\ ^22.

(13) Instead of JH D^ns, without the article, i Esdr. 8,39 reads oi gaxcmn = a^nxn.
But this does not remove the difficulty of understanding the passage. We have
in this word either a corruption of the text or an otherwise unknown technical
term referring to the genealogical registers. 35

(14) The text varies, v Kai diro uiuuv Bcrfo OuGi, xai uex auToO; L d-iro TUJV uiuJv

Tapoi;ia QGai xai ZaKxoup Kai UET auToiv; i Esdr. 8,40 v ^K TUJV uiujv Bavai
OUTOU loTUKaXxou (A laTa\KOupou), xai UCT auTou; L d-rro TUJV uiiuv BaTouia
QGai Kai Zaxxoup, Kai UGT OUTCUV. First, the Versions are preponderatingly in
favor of the Qe

re -it. Then, only the name of a single person seems to have 40
been originally mentioned in the text (UGT auTou = -;aj;, so, too, BAR and GINS-
P.URG), as. in vv. 3ff. Under laTaKciXxou (laTaXKOupou) there would seem to be
concealed an B&amp;gt;-. Should we expect after it the name of a place? With this

U3t would not fit; besides, it is only partially attested by the form IcrraXKou-
Both Ke

thtb and Qe
re are unintelligible remnants of the original 45

:xt, which through their vocalization are made only apparently understandable.
The proceeding related in vv. 15-20 of M took a different course according

2 text of i Esdr. 8,41-48. According. to i Esdr. (KOI KaT^uaGov OUTOU?- Kai
iepeujv KUI K TUJV AUITUJV ouX eupov &amp;lt;?KeT)

Ezra finds neither priests nor
v. 15, on the other hand, he finds only Levites lacking. However, a 50

examination of the context decides in favor of M. According to M in v. 2,
3 appear to have attached themselves to Ezra from the outset; for the names

lehas and Ithamar are known to us in the OT only as names of priestly
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i Esdr. 6,27(28), on the other hand: Korfuu be itit-cata 6Xoaxepw&amp;lt;; oiKobo|an.aai
Kai areviaai (iri rod TOTTOU), iva auuTroiwaiv xtX. ? Moreover, the end of v. 8

and the beginning of v. 9 are rendered by i Esdr. 6 with noteworthy variations.

Ei? Guoiav (A GuaiaO, = ^mib, might be used in v. 9, as a parallel to ]lW?.

(13) Insert 1 before
&quot;me*, following 5,3.6 and i Esdr. 7,1. 5

For Jfl
l
-~iniJ3 read nrms as in 5,3.

(14) After Vnj? 13 insert N|^3J, and strike out nx;;j after
&quot;art; cf. 5 ,

i and i Esdr. 7,3
TTpoqpr|Teu6vTU&amp;gt;v AYYaiu Kai Zaxapiou TWV irpocpriTuJv.

The last three words refer back to 4,6.23, and thus betray themselves as a
later rcdactional addition. IO

Read Nfitotfnrnto as in 4,7.

(15) For Jtt K S-tsn (Q
e
re &amp;lt;X ?h) read VS-eh, 3

d
pers. plur. (KAUTZSCH, 43, p. 69). Cf.

also FRIEDR. DELITZSCH, Prolegomena, pp. i4of.

The date in Jtt is as in (0. i Esdr. 7,5, on the other hand, has etuq rpitriq Kai

eiKctbot; = nnbru p^p DV ~\~j. This would seem to be correct, as it is inconceiv- 15
able that so important a date should be altered by the translator. Moreover,
Josephus Antiq. xi, 4,7 agrees with i Esdr. 7,5.

The synchronism at the end of the verse
(&quot;W

XVT V; presupposes a different

reckoning of the year, perhaps from the Return (3,8); this must have dropped
out. [ED. MEYER, op. cit., p. 54, n. 2 suggests that we should, perhaps, read n 20

-\by D Jt? Bnn- &amp;lt;vn which is the twelfth month. P. H.]

(17) For the Qe
re

nen^&amp;gt; (for N tsn
1

?), cf. KAUTZSCH, 59, p. 109.

(18) At the end of the verse i Esdr. 7,9 adds KOI oi Gupuupoi e&quot;op
^KciaTou itu\ii)vo&amp;lt;;

= jnrr^-^J? NJPJU Similarly Jos. Antiq. xi, 4,7. The words are not out of place
as they give a brief proof of the completion of the whole work of building. 25
Whether they are original is hard to say.

(19) The subject is given by I Esdr. 7,10 as by M in v. 21: nVlino n^ts n bx~M^ 33

= oi uioi lapar)\ TUJV(!) ^K
Tf)&amp;lt;; alxuaXaiaiaq. The *9VC]b\ *te, on this occasion, are

beyond doubt purposely emphasized.

(21) After M ^as l the lack of npsn is inconvenient; the gap is filled by (5. 30
The 1 before &quot;man !?3 is attested by v and (!J

L
;
but i Esdr. 7,13 and 3 do

not have it, nor do they read on^x after psn. The 1 in JH is entirely justified;

the Chronicler relates the fusion of the exiles with the native Jews as taking

place on this occasion, i. e. the formation of the community which, according
to the older reports, was not accomplished till later by Nehemiah and Ezra; 35

cf. Neh. 10, and see KoSTERS, Het Herstell van Israel in het persist he Tijdvak,
Leiden 1894, p. 80 ; [German translation by A. BASEDOW: Die Wiedcrhcrstellung
Israel s in der pcrsischen Pcriodc, Heidelberg, 1895, P- ^7]- Contrast A. KOHLER,
HiltUsehe Geschichtc, ii, 2, 5ioff.

The Dr6s occupies a position similar to D nbsrrrnlfr^iSi in Neh. 10,29. 4

(i) 6 has as predicate uvepn ;
lEsdr. 8,1 Trpoa^r). Probably nby stood in the

original text. 45

(8) &amp;lt;& and i Esdr. 8,6 TrapeytvovTo = INSJl. Jtt S3J1 which refers back to v. 6.

Before NT! a different reckoning of the year must have fallen out, as in 6,15.

For ~\Q] of Jit it would seem better to pronounce ~\Q\ Cf. (0L tOeiueXiuiae and

BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, pp. 89 f.

(12) The concluding words njsrn TCi are unintelligible. C6V puts in their place TCT^- 50

\eOTO Xoyo? KOI r) uiroKpiaic;. Similarly (fii- TeT^Xearai 6 \oYoq xai n dTTOKpiaic;,

with, as a doublet before it, TereXeiujjatviu referring to &quot;Ebp. i Esdr. 8,9 has

\aipeiv, which in I Esdr. 6,7 corresponds to Kilts Ezr. 6,7. TD3 means complct-
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: initial t instead of the D in Aramaic is simply due to a partial assimilation of the

sibilant to the following 3 as in Ethiopia sabdta to strike for snl&amp;gt;tita = Assyr.

sabatu, or Heb. &quot;it3 to scatter, instead of its &c. (see my note on 15.9,17). ban

is an old causative of the two-consonant root ^&amp;gt;3 just as ^pw is a Safel of hp.
We must, therefore, translate: The house of God in Jerusalem shall be rebuilt 5

7i //m? they offer sacrifices, and bring His offerings made by fire, the suffix refer

ring to Nn^N. This rendering is also favored by i Esdr. 6,23. It is true that the
suffix in TlltfN occasions some difficulty, and it would, therefore, perhaps be better

to read the status emphaticus without the suffix (in 4,12, on the other hand we
have in M N)BNi instead of ,Tt?Nl= (!5 9eue\iou&amp;lt;; aurfiO, or we might insert Pi^S n 10

bint?&quot; after m&K (NOLDKKK, Syr. Gr. 205, C; DELITZSCH, Assyr. Gr. 123,3;
MARTI, 129). The objection that an Aramaic equivalent of Hebr. ntfx does not
occur elsewhere is not valid. The passage is discussed in my paper on Njnt?N

referred to in the note on 5,3. Cf. also ED. MEYKR, op. tit., p. 46, n. 2.

(4) For -pnj, see MARTI, /. c., p. 72*, ED. MKYKR, op. tit., p. 46, n. 3; DKLITZSCH, 15

HWB, p. 2ion
; HAUPT, Bcitr. 2. Assyr., \, pp. 15, n. 13; I75

b below. P. H.]
&amp;lt;n rnn should mean new (Hebr. Bhn). &amp;lt;DV has (xal bouo? EuXivoq) etc, and hence

read here a number, as against Nnbn in the preceding clause. (P-, on the con
trary, has (KOI bouov SuAuuv KCUVUJV) evcc, i Esdr. 6,24 (25) Kai bo^ou SuXivou

^YXUJpiou KCUVOU evo? ;
the Greek words for rnn and in stand here side by side. 20

But it would be unadvisable to infer from this an original in rrn, since new
timber for the building would be a matter of course.

(5) & &quot;F
1 does not fit the construction of the sentence. Though expressed by 0L

(bo6r|TUj), it is not found in i Esdr. 6,25. It seems to be a dittogram of the

succeeding word.

For nnro mjnirt read pnnrr yirnnj$, on the basis of L and i Esdr. 6,25 (26).

(6) The transition in the address is very striking. Harsh as it is, it would seem
necessary to let it stand. It is fully attested by 6 and by i Esdr. 26 (27) ff., in so
far as Darius see v. 33 (34)

- in v. 27 (28) speaks there also in the first per
son. Probably the form of the statement is to be explained by the fact that the 30
writer reproduces his authority in abbreviation, retaining the mode of address,

&quot;

but omitting the transitions.

Read 2 im*, following 5,3.6 as well as I- and i Esdr. 6,26 (27).
The construction: -fefc

&amp;gt; nns . . . 3 xrva^ ipa? is unintelligible; the proposed ex
planations are unsatisfactory (cf. e. g. KAUTZSCH, 68, p. 127). The double n&amp;gt;2 35

strange, and we miss the name before ^
nrjB. For these reasons

sdr.6,26(27) : eaacu be TOV mxiba Kupiou Zop pa|3e\, imapxov (euapxcv) be
ubaiaq, Kai TOU? -rrpeapure-pou? TUJV loubaiuuv TOV OIKOV TOU Kupiou eKeivov

v commends itself to our attention. As to t ? = n3y, cf. I Esdr. 6, 12
Thus the restoration above attempted is explained. Yet, the express 40
on of Zerubbabel along with the elders of the Jews in this passage is sur-

tor it is a peculiarity of this account of the building of the Temple to
elders of the Jews as the builders (5,5.8.9; 6,8.14). Thus is explain-
statement in 5,4.10, that the Persian governor has to inquire for
the elders; in other words, does not know them. This ignorance 45be surprising indeed if the Persian sub-governor in Jerusalem, who must,

se have been known to the governor of Syria, had been the leading
the Temple. Hence the words i irnrr nns fcm-il nb 1^ are to be
s an addition by the Chronicler, who sought thereby to harmonize the

e narrative with his own connecting clauses 5 ,
i and 2. [En. MKYKR 50

i, raises the question whether we should not read here, as in
i nns instead of M JOiW nns P H

]

1 #, cf. KAUTZSCH, 22. &amp;lt;v vlb nore^ iroi = n# Ezr. 4)2 2.
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The Assyr. E-vowel, Baltimore, 1887, p. 22; DELITZSCH, Assyr. Gr. 32,a,Y. Cf.

also the Nestorian k.**?. P. H.]

In v. iob we follow (D T&amp;lt;i ovouctTct = rinatf, which is certainly correct as against

JH ntf. In I Esdr. 6, 12 we seem to have a double translation of Ezr. 5, 10.

(n) I Esdr. 6,13 TOU Kupiou TOU KricavTOi; TOV oupavov Kai Trjv fr|v. The connection 5

of KSHKI with Njotf argues that TOO K-riaavroq preserves the original text = nay ;

cf. Jer. IO,H. Elsewhere we have only Njotf r\b.

(13) For & Sis ? read N33cb as in v. 3.

(14) i Esdr. 6,17 dv TUJ OUTDO vatu = n^3
snb is preferable to 4tt *^3 r6.

For &. ^33 1 read in both places ^333 n; cf. C&L and I Esdr. 6, 17. 10

seems to be dittography of nolr. nns is attested by lEsdr. 6,18 (TUJ

); (8 TUJ 9n0aupoqpu\aKi. For the form of the sentence in JB, cf., however,

VICTOR BAUMANN, Hebr. Relativsiitse (1894), p. 26; ED. MEYKR, /. c., p. 29.

(15) H JN is a Hebraism, see KAUTZSCH, 20, remark 3. Read
&quot;?i, following &amp;lt;B

V and

i Esdr. 5,19. !5

(16) [ED. MEYER, /. c., p. 44, n. 2 thinks that the exact meaning of the phrase N tfN is

not quite certain; the verb 3,T he gave, he says, does not suit the rendering

foundations, walls. But 3IT1 means not only to give, but, like Heb. pa, to put;

cf. pyi -p^y pit Ez. 26,8 &c. In the trilingual Achicmenian inscriptions Babyl.

nadanit means even to make, to create, just as Assyr. sakdnu means both to put, 20

to place and to make. P. H.]

(17) ^333
&quot;1

seems to be an addition like Vaan in 6, i. It explains the preceding man

according to 5,13.14. WELLHAUSEN (Gott. Nachrichten, 1895, P- ! 76) is of the

opinion that the words ^nnna K^IBD M have dropped out before non after 6
,
1 ;

[cf. however W. H. KOSTERS, Het tijdvak van Israels herstell in Theol. Tijds. 25

1896, pp. 552 f.].

v and 6L agree with iH D^T3 ^_ n^ n&quot;3. But I Esdr. 6,20 has TOU (OIKOU)

Kupiou ToO dv lep. as also itt in v. 16. ^_, therefore, would seem to be a scribal

error for n.

30

6 (i) The statement of place hltt does not agree well with the verse following, and

would seem to be a later addition. See on 5,17.

According to WELLHAUSEN (/. f.) we should read &amp;lt;11DD 2 n3 *om^ n-33 1
,
and

instead of &quot;7333,
at the end of the verse, rather

^&amp;gt;33&amp;lt;!?&amp;gt;

or bill **. See, however,

W. H. KOSTERS, /. c.

(2) runrn is status cmphaticus. See KAUTZSCH, 61, 3,b.

(3) Following (5 and i Esdr. 6,23 we must insert here, just as in 5,17, n before

.

NJV2, alongside of Nr6KVT3, is known neither to (5 nor to I Esdr. 6, 23. Probably

we should strike it out
;

it may be dittography of J2n\ 4

The words 1^3100 nltfxi arc unintelligible. It is true that they are translated

and let them be setting up its foundations (Po el part.) or be set up = to be set up

(Po al part.); cf. KAUTZSCH, /. c., 36 and 76,3). But &quot;?3D means carry, not set

up. &amp;lt;&

v xai 6nKev eTtapua, &amp;lt;B^ xai TCI Geu^Xia TeGnTUJ, 6eu&amp;lt;5\ia irax^a; i Esdr.

6,23 OTCOU dmeuouaw bid irupoq dvbtXexouq. These difterences point to mtitila- 45

tion of the text. After v. 3 we expect a statement concerning the length of the

new Temple. In the Solomonic Temple the length amounted to 60 cubits (i K.

6,2; 2Chr. 3,3). This number is now given for the height and width; so we

must infer that the text of v. 3 in general is corrupt. [I am inclined to think

that ,-= Hcb. nefx offering made by fire. In that case it would, of course, 50

be better to point niB)
-l. The verb ]^31DO, from ^30 to carry, a synonym of

b&quot;3in (Assyr. abalu, causative subulu) and
Kb&amp;gt;3,

is used here in the meaning to

bring, to bring near, just as Assyr. sabAlu (DELITZSCH, HWB 250) in which the
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but it is also used with the meaning knowledge, information, news, report (Dii-

LITZSCH, HWB 297
b
,4); and as orders on the part of the king and high digni

taries were, as a rule, sent in writing, tcmu may also mean order, command, decree,

message. A report sent to the king concerning the Arabs (tcmu sa Arabi] gives

the king, as it were, a taste of the Arabs, and an order from the king sent to a 5

general, gives the general a taste of the king (fcmii sa sarri). So, it seems to

me, the development of meanings is quite natural (against ED. MEYER, op. tit.,

p. 26, n. i).
The Babylonian word (emu (=famu; cf. behi lord = ba lii) has also

passed into Syriac where it appears as i=~, \^\-^. The verb c^, Pael v-&amp;gt;-^ &c.

is denominative, and Heb. na H
(cf. Assyr. dababu, bel-dababi = J-^^Nv^) has no 10

connection with li-[*. P. H.]

(6.7) i Esdr. 6,7 has here a text which varies in a similar manner with that in Ezr.

4,9-11. While in & the first two clauses of v. 7 appear evidently superfluous,

i Esdr. 6,7 commends itself by the omission of these clauses. That the names
in v. 6 are to be connected with the form of greeting in v. 7 at the beginning of 15

the letter, is then obvious. ED. MEYER, on the other hand, thinks that v. 6 re

presents the note of the registrar who filed the document in the archives of

Jerusalem; see op. tit., p. 26, and
cf. supra ad 4,9-11. i Esdr. 6,7 (0L runs: CXVTI-

Ypa9ov &amp;lt;?iriaTO\r|c; f|? efpaipav Aapeitu Kcti dir^OTeiXav.
Iioivvr)&amp;lt;; 6 eirapxo? Zupia?

xcti OoiviKt]^ Kdi ZaGpapujIdvri? KCti oi auWxcupoi oi v Zupia xai v OoiviKr) 20

(taaiXei Aapeiiy xipeiv. It should be observed that the word NTD1BN
is taken, not as a proper name, but as an appcllati-vum. The con

text would seem to justify the translator. Whether his translation be right, is

a different question. 6, on the contrary, regards the word as a proper
name. 25

The close of v. 7 is certainly understood rightly by JH, whereas N&amp;gt;&amp;gt;3 is con
nected by i Esdr. 6,8 with what follows (iravTCX ft/wOTa earuu).

(8) The principal matter here, according to the context, is the announcement that

the princes of the Jews have begun building the Temple. This is wanting in v. 8

&amp;lt;n,
but is plainly presupposed by the other data. The variant text I Esdr.6,8-io 30

contains the statement, but coupled with certain expansions which must be
eliminated. To these belongs v. 8 03V xai lepouaa\rj|a Tiqv TTO\IV = L KOI d\G6v-

xe&amp;lt;; ei? lepouaaXnu rr|v iroXiv; 0V TK aix|ua\ujaiac; TOU&amp;lt;; TrpeapuTepou? TUJV Mou-
baiujv = 6L TOU^ irpeapuT^pouc Tfj? aixuaXaxjia? loubaiiuv is a doublet (as before
in v. 5) of the Kyurr *&; v. 10 6L Td xaivd ^KeTva is a doublet which first arose in 35
the course of the transmission of the Greek text; the close of v. 10 xai &amp;lt;?v udar)
boSrj xai ^TTi|ae\eia auvTeXoujaeva (01- auvreXouuevov) is an expansion, or perhaps,
another doublet. Thus we reach the form of the text preferred above.
The lack of subject for n^o, at the end of the verse, is a noticeable defici

ency; i Esdr. 5, 10 has KOI euobouuevov TO epyov &amp;lt;!v TCU? xepaiv auruiv. Cf., how- 40
ever, KAUTZSCH, Gramm., p. 164; MARTI, /. c., p. 119.

The clause c,^ J-JDK ais is found in 6, but not in i Esdr. 6
,
1 1 TOTC TTUV-

eavoueGa TUJV TrpeapuT^puuv TOUTUUV XeyovTe? (CSV). AeYovTe?=-&amp;gt;oob, i Esdr. 6, 13
or Ezr. 5, n. Accordingly noob has been supplied, and the clause in M relegat
ed to the foot of the page. 4 e

For .ffl .TMO^, cf. KAUTZSCH, Gramm., p. 80
; STRACK, /. c., p. 4*. MARTI,

pp. 68.44* prefers the pronunciation &amp;lt;TJan^.

(10) M DH Bta-ja is a striking Hebraism both with regard to the pronunciation of the
icnin and the form of the suffix. In Aramaic it should be either V^KI? or

I*?*!?! cf. KAUTZSCH, /. c
., 55,1. The Hebrew pronunciation with pp, how- 50

s universally attested, [and we must remember that in Assyrian, which
is but an older local variety of Aramaic

(cf. Johns Hopkins University Circulars,
No. 114, July 1894, P- n8b

) the form rfisu occurs alongside of rcsu; sec HAUPT,
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n|3J should be struck out, following i Esdr. 6,1.

(3) As to the pronunciation Iiaivvrj?= n

?nn, ^ LAGARDE, Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos

Hieronymi, 1874, p. 162.

ANDREAS, in MARTI, q. /., p. 87*, explains the name i|ia intf as a corrup
tion (^ and w being confused in the older script) of innno= Miepopou0civn&amp;lt;;, 5

Old Iranian *
Mithrabauzana, i. e., Having redemption (or salvation} through

Mithra, or Mithra is the Redeemer (the Savior); [so, too, ED. MEYER, op. tit.,

P- 32].

The vacillation of Jfl between ]lnnii3 in 5 ,3; 6,6. 13 and nniJS in 5,6 becomes

noteworthy when we compare with it the Greek texts. In Ezr. 5,3.6, as in 6,6, 10

(6 has oi auvbouXoi auruiv, but in Ezr. 6,13 auvbouXoi auroO. In i Esdr. 6.7 we
have always simply oi ovvdratpoi= Knus (nniis). As M also has arn?3 in 5,6,
this is probably the form intended, which was read by i Esdr. as status empha-
ticus, but in M was mostly altered to |innU3 under the influence of 4,9. 17.23, where,

however, the conditions are quite different. For Ezr. 4, (9). 17.23 the plural 15

suffix is well attested; cf. I Esdr. 2, 12 (15). 18(21). 21 (25), Hence in Ezr. 5,3;

6,6. 13 we should probably restore the form Pirn?? Ezr. 5,6.

For the form Kin
1

? (according to the best texts
JO3^&amp;gt;), cf. KAUTZSCH, Gramm.

p. 80. It would seem, however, to be a transcriptional error for N33p^ v. 17.

The word fcOntPX is rendered in i Esdr. 6,3 rr]v o-r^fnv TauTn.v xai TO a\\a 20

uavTa; in (5 by TTIV xoprifiav rauxriv. The first word would seem to have the

general sense oi house; the second expression is very obscure. Both S and 3
understand -walls (=nie&amp;gt; 4,i2f.). The word reminds us of NJC .x 4,12. Cf.

KAUTZSCH, /. c., 62; MARTI, /. c., p. 55*. The meaning is uncertain, i Esdr.

6, ii = Ezr. 5 ,9, gives for it rd ep^a TaOra. [Ki^X seems to have the vowels of 25

N)$N. It is a Qere like miwy &c. The proper pronunciation must have been
Ni iB x (for *asirdna = Assyr. asm (for asiru), plur. asre or asrati (from a fern,

sing. a&rtu=Tr$; cf. DELITZSCH in BAR S Chron., p. xi below; ZA iii, 364), or,

with
&amp;lt;JLc\, (HAUPT, The Assyrian E-vowel, pp. 22

, 4 ; 25 ,
1 1

, a) csreti. NJltPN is an

old Aramaic word for place of worship, sanctuary. The expression used by the 30
heathen governor with reference to the Temple was, of course, objectionable to

the Jews, if only owing to the connection of the word with mt9N
;
and it is possible

that for this reason K|B*K was substituted for NiltTN, perhaps with reference to

5,16, where it is said of Sheshbazzar that he laid the JOB S of the Temple. NOL-
DKK.E has suggested to me that the termination -an in N3nws represents perhaps 35
the Assyr. plural ending -dni

(cf. my remarks in The Assyr. E-vowcI, p. 5 and in

\&RJohns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 114, July 1894, pp. noa .ui a
), but a

plural form asrdne alongside of asre (asrdti, esrcti} is unknown in Assyrian.-J- and

the pronoun nn points to a singular. The stem of liK is .-**o. The word is

discussed in a special paper which will appear in the Journal of the American 40
Oriental Society P. H.]

(4) The first clause in the form given it by itt is totally unintelligible. &amp;lt;8 render

eitroaav or enrov, thus removing, it is true, the greatest objection. It should be

observed, however, that i Esdr. 6,4 has no knowledge at all of this clause, but

continues with v. 4
b

: KOU Tive&amp;lt;; eiaiv oi oiKobouoi oi raura
(^Tn)Te\ouvTe&amp;lt;;.

V.
4&quot; 45

is probably a gloss which was originally intended for v. 9, and has here got into

the wrong place. ED. MEYER (op. cit., p. 26) thinks that this clause was taken

by the author verbatim from the letter of Darius.

(5) [The stem of NO&amp;gt;;B means, like Latin sapcre, to taste, to have sense, to know.

Assyr. (emu means, therefore, not only sense (sani temi insanity; cf. I Sam. 21
, 14) 50

J- Of course, a cuneiform text with the plural form asi-dni may turn up any day.
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4 For the Kethib MaK -nwi, read either the Qere or, following (5 (TCI

auTiic;), bhsvt m.ltri. In the text we have written ]i^3?^ iTllBh, because the con
text in this sentence requires an imperfect, not a perfect.

Further, read rrtfxi
(&amp;lt;5 GeueXiouc; aurfiq), for Jil Kjtfxv

The last word of the verse, iB rr, is doubtful; cf. NOLDEKE, Gott. gel. Anz., 5

1884, p. 1019; STRACK, Abriss des bibl. Aramdisch (1896), p. 2*. See also

KAUTZSCH, Grammatik, pp. 37.52. 74.

(13) For M NpjiBh read ,Tl_*tfi, following ,
as in v. 12.

The word DHDK is traditionally uncertain. BAR, following good authorities,

requires DriEX, and regards it, as did the medieval Jewish commentators, as a 10
substantive with the meaning income. Others hold to the lectio vulgata DhSKl,
and regard the word as an adverb, to be rendered either, according to Persian,

finally (EwALD, Jahrbiicher der bibl. Wissensch., v, p. 156), or, according to

Assyrian (FRIEDR. DELITZSCH, Prolegomena eines neuen Jiebr.-aram. Worterbuchs,
p. 152), in future. ANDREAS in MARTI S Gramm., p. 54* emends to DDEN = 15
Middle and Modern Persian afsos detriment, injury. The general sense of the
clause is certain through comparison with vv. 15 and 22.

ill D 3b)3 is a Hebraism for Aramaic p^o. The Aramaic portions of the Book
of Ezra, especially cc. 5.6 exhibit similar Hebraisms in the case of the prono
minal suffixes of the second and third pers. pi., as tiSh, Ufth instead of p^, ]fn^ ; 20
[contrast Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 114, July 1894, p. n8b j see
also DRIVER S Introduction*, p. 472 (Nabat. Dirv, Palmyr. lin-); German edition

p. 540.
- P. H.J

(15) The 3 pers. sing, in
-ij3a; alongside of the 2 pers. in -jnna seems strange. We

should expect either the passive nj?3JV (5,17) or the 3 pers. plur., )nj?3\ Both 256V and &amp;lt;5L however, seem to have read the singular, diriffK^nrai. In view of
5,17 it would seem to be better to read ngarr; cf. MARTI, /.

&amp;lt;:., p. 41*. [See,
however, DRIVER S note on Lev. 4, 12.24; M,4 and GES.-KAUTZSCH&quot;6

, 144, d.
P. H.]

Read the plural nsoa instead of the sing. 1BD3, following ffiL and i Esdr. 2, i8f. 30
lEsdr. 2,19 xai oi loubaToi aTToaraTai Kai iroXiopKia? auvearau^voi ^v cam}

&amp;lt;T\. These words give the subject of pay, which in & is missing. It would
seem, therefore, that pie K^rn has dropped out in 1.

(16) Insert, at the beginning of the verse, ]3, following i Esdr. 2,20 and some MSS
of to.

For & n;i^i read, as in vv. 12 f., an^i, following and i Esdr 2 20
lead of

(jit) r\y^ read naya?, as in vv. io.n
; 7,12; cf. STRACK /. c

The pronunciation of the imperative nn is here in the various editions given
iither as nn or 1in, while in 6,6 nn is the exclusively attested form. In our

is the better attested form; yet STRACK, /. c. 3* prefers to point lin. 40
ic pronunciation of the construct state of the infinitive, nj?nnV, is exceptional-

/. c., p. 46, thinks, we should read nj3tar6
ftcr mm in v.23 the title DVQ-^a has probably dropped out, as it elsewhere

invariably accompanies the name, and here also occurs after nstetf
Only (5^ has BeeXreeu.

3AR writes, following some codices, pYuc; several old editions, however, have
*

XSBURG), and in view of the cognate languages (cf. Heb. m) this
long rf, would seem to be more correct; cf. KAUTZSCH, /. c., $ 60, i.

5 (0 r. ensvbi ^^vr^^ In these words 50
the beginning of c. 5, which continues 3,5, seems to be pre-

&quot;--5,., not^ versa, nice
Ezra

5
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sometimes tf in the second place. BAR prefers the spelling with to
(/. c., p. 102).

[In the OT ArtakJisast we have the Hebrew rendering of the Babylonian form

of the name (Artaksatsu Artakksatsu Artakhsatsa Artakhfatra) with the

peculiar Hebrew transposition of the consonantal group fs to sf. Greek Apra-

Eepr)&amp;lt;;
stands for Artakhsctses; cf. HAUPT, The pronunciation of tr in Old Per- 5

sian, Johns Hopkins University Circulars, Vol. vi, No. 59, August 1887; see also

ED. MEYER, op. tit., p. 15 below.

For the names
^&amp;gt;3tD, Jmntt, nb3, see ED. MEYER, Joe tit., p. 33. P. H.]

The Qere requires the usual spelling VJVii3 instead of ini32 of the Ke
thib.

The
rP(2&quot;JX

at the end of the verse is unattested by (Gv and & (C5
V fpavjjev 6 10

cpopoXoYoq Ypaqpriv ZuptOTi KCU pur|veuuvr|v). It appears to be either an ex

planatory gloss on the preceding word, or added, as in Dan. 2,4, to indicate the

beginning of the Aramaic text. ED. MEYER (/. c., pp. i8ff.) retains the word, and

thinks that the first n^N is merely a scribal error for JVD1D (sec on vv. 6-8).

This emendation, however, is not supported by the Versions, and is unnecessary. 15

The Received Text is based on the idea that the Aramaic writing was not used

in Canaan at that time, and that Aramaic was written with (ancient) Hebrew

characters in about the same way as the Jews in Arabia nowadays write Arabic

with Hebrew characters.

(9-11) In vv. 9-11 the text is evidently faulty. After NC33 in v. 8 we expect the be- 20

ginning of the letter; instead of this follows the narrative px &c. After this KOJ3

the words from H3T to \T6j7 in v. 11 are superfluous as a second introduction of

the wording of the letter. They are a gloss which has crept into the text from

the margin, and which would stand better between vv. 8 and 9. pN in v. 9 ((0

gxpive) should be struck out. VV. 9-11 then contain the beginning of the letter 25

(cf.
v. 17; 5,6f.; 7, i if.), and yinniJS (vv. 17 and 23), accordingly, should be chang

ed in v. 9 to SjrnJ3 (6 ouvbouXoi fiuwv). Further, nJV&quot;]j?3 (plur.), following (&amp;lt;5,

instead of the singular nnps, 2 Kings 17,24. However, i Esdr. 2, 12 f. suggests a

variant form of the text, particularly in the address v. ii
b

. It remains a striking

fact that the names of the writers of the letter are given in vv. Qf. before the 30

name of the addressee, v. n. VV. 9 and 10 are, therefore, in all probability a

later addition. Cf. WELLHAUSEN, Cutting. Nachrichtcn, 1895, I left 2. ED. MEYER

(op. tit., pp. 28 f.), on the other hand, thinks that the words from nn to Mlty in

v. n represent the beginning of a note of the registrar who filed the document in

the archives of Jerusalem, and that they were originally connected with the 35

names in vv. gff, Ul DJJB V&amp;gt;
3 Dim, so as to form one clause. But the names of

the letter-writers must have first been mentioned in the letter itself (vv. 1 1 ff.),
be

fore they could be recorded in the note of the registrar, unless we are ready to

believe that the registrar who filed the letter knew more about it than is contained

in both the letters and the answer given in v. 17! Attempts to explain the names 40

mentioned in v. 9 arc given by FRIEDR. DEMTZSCH in BAR S Daniel, ixff.; (&quot;,.

HOFFMANN, ZA, ii (1887), pp. 541&quot;.; JENSEN, Thcol. Lit.-/, if. 1895, p. 509; MARTI,

Gramm. dcr bibl.-aram. Spraclic (1896), Glossar, pp. 5 iff.; ED. MEYER, op. tit.,

pp. 35 ff. HOFFMANN, MARTI, and ED. MEYER read Kirn = wn -n that is, instead

of K rn (Kirn), following (OV 01 daiv (10^ in n tO331ir Susians, i. e. EJamitcs]. 45

This emendation is certainly plausible ;
nevertheless we have retained in the text

the Masoretic pronunciation of the names. The explanations suggested are to

some extent still uncertain, and it is reasonable to suppose that the author be

lieved that he was enumerating nations or tribes.

(11) On v.i i cf.
E. NESTLE, Margiiialien, p. 30, who appropriately compares CIS 50

1 1, i, 148 f. (ad 144).

(12) According to the best authorities on the text we should read KPIB^K31 (for

Cf. BAR S edition.
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For Al n p!! we should read according to all the Versions,

i Esdr. 5,57 uuvouvTe? TW Kupiuj KCU euXoyouvTei; Kara A.; add, therefore,

(n) i Esdr. 5,59 reads dm rfj i*ftpat\, where M exhibits npin by. Compare notes on

vv. 8.10. 5

(12) At best the clause /Van nt na;2 might be explained as an Aramaism, as VAN

HOONACKER (Zorobabcl ct le second temple, 1892, p. 104) proposes. Cf.

KAUTZSCH, Grammatik dcs Biblisch-Aramdischen (Leipzig, 1884) 88. con

firms the text of Al, but i Esdr. 5,60 upo^ TV|V TOUTOU oixobouriv UGTCI KpauYn?

xai xXauGuou ueYoiXou, docs not seem to have read rvan. We should probably, 10

therefore, regard rvan as a gloss, and explain nj &quot;HD^a
as in Jud. 6, 14; Gen. 24,8;

JOS. 2,14.20. Cf. GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH 26
, 126, y.

For M nnt3to3 read nnto3l, following i Esdr. 5,60.

(13) For M DVn 33, &amp;lt;5

V has only (diro Tf|c; qpujvr|&amp;lt;;)
TOU xXauGuou, while &amp;lt;5

L and

i Esdr. 5,61 agree with Al. But as the context is in favor of the reading of (Dv
, 15

DS?n should be struck out.

4 (2) i Esdr. 5 ,65 xai (TUJ) IrjffoO
= SNtt^ VKI, shown to be correct by v. 3 of ill.

The Qe
re b is sufficiently attested by the Versions. Cf. E. NESTLE, Margi

nalien und Materialien, 1893, p. 26. 20

pimox is better written as one word, as in 2 Kings 19, 37; Al here, according
to the common authorities, divides it into two words. Cf. BAR S edition, pp. xoif.

[The o in pimDN = Asur-axa-iddin ( ^rnbfc}*) must be explained in the same way
as in

]U&quot;D
= Sarrukenu, mm = tertu; see my note on 2 Chr. 33,7. P. H.]

(3) According to i Esdr. 5,67, nirv should be inserted before irn jN. 25
Al

&quot;]bon
is attested neither by 05 nor by i Esdr. 5,68, and should, therefore, it

would seem, be struck out.

(4) i Esdr. 5,69 TU b 9vr| TIK Y?|&amp;lt;;

= pKn oj&amp;gt;i.
A\ has the sing, pxn DJ?, but the

plural is meant, as appears from D DIO &c. Read, therefore, Nn 5? V,T1.

The Qere D^n30 should be preferred as in accordance with Hebrew usage 30
elsewhere.

(68) ED. MEYKR (pp. cif., pp. i6ff.) calls attention to the fact that three actions are

referred to, but only two letters as well as two addressees and two groups of

addressers. He conjectures therefore that the original text of the document on
which the statement of the Chronicler was based ran as follows.

&quot; 6 In the reign of 35
Xerxes, at the beginning of his reign, tJicrc wrote

||

1 Bslm, Mitradat, Tab cl, and
the rest of their companions ||

6 an accusation against the inhabitants of Jndah
and Jerusalem. TAnd in the days of Artaxerxes, there -wrote \\

*Rehum &c. a
letter against Jerusalem |]

i to Artaxerxes, the king, as follows &c.&quot;

[This would be in Hebrew: 40
by n:tpto {vnij3 ni &quot;?K3tj mino cb&z} tsns ims jD n^&amp;gt;nn3 tsnr^nN rii3

1

7D3i 6
nn wniN ian3 JOBD ^oii DJJD byz Dim i

P|]
a nb^nnis O si iDbtynn nnin&quot;

1

&quot;a:^ 8.7 a

cic
ii&amp;gt;n

snirs nn-N ^y (3) * -p: 4,7 (*) 45
The words DIB

-j^tt Kn^nms &quot;?J?
in verse 7 are a corruption of the words

^e xnbts nmN 1

? n^n 11

bj&amp;gt;
in v. 8 (ED. MEYER, /. c., p. 18).

The name tS&amp;gt;1l1Bn is a corruption of ennrnN (A)khshayarsh (Babylon. Khishi-
i (confusion of&quot; and

i) ; cf. ED. MEYER, op. tit., p. 15,
The correct vocalization in Hebrew would be tfT^riK, or perhaps BhintfnK. 50

As to n -D-l-B-, see the last remark on v. 7, p. 32, 1. 14. P. H.]
(7) The name of king Arthasastha (Artaxerxes) is spelled from Ezr. 7 on and in

Neh. with D
; in Ezr. 4 and 6, on the other hand, variably: sometimes with to,
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lopctr|\ ev Talc; xduuaii; auTiLv. Cf. lEsdr. 9,37. Accordingly we should insert

yiX2l D^n 2 after Drn-]C^, but strike out, on the other hand, onnya
The sense requires, howevei, nyixni cbtfn ?; cf. Jer. 50,3; 51,2.4.7.52.

5

(i) For .fit D ljn read Drn3, following Neh. 7,73 and the Versions.

Wherever v. i
b
appears in I Esdr. (5,46; 9,38), it has a more definite state

ment of locality, like that in Neh. 8,1. This must accordingly be regarded as

original, and in place of Jtt D^env b we should read: niton h nx IJJBM 2ini b. 10

i Esdr. 5,46 adds a further irpdiTou to iruXuuvo&amp;lt;;
= jIB^pn &quot;iPB n

(if. Zech. 14,10);

but in this there would seem to lie a well-meant explanatory clause, on the

open market-place in front of the former gate on the east. The Chronicler, how

ever, has shortened the document Neh. 8,1, because he regarded the gate as

not yet restored. 15

The subject of iBDxn is not expressed at all in i Esdr. 5,46, but in i Esdr. 9,36

by irdv TO irXfiGoc; the latter is the more effective in view of ins tf X2; cf.

Neh. 8,1.

(3) V. 3 should be restored on the basis of I Esdr. 5,49 (50). The text according to

(5L runs: xai dTnauvr|x9rlo~av auToiq dx TUJV aXXwv 0vu)v
Tf|&amp;lt;; f?K KCtl xaTuip0u)- 20

0av TO 0u0ia0Tr)piov ^TT I TOU TOTTOU OUTUJV, OTI v ?x6pa auTOiq n.aav TTUVTO TU

E0vr| Tf|&amp;lt;; YHT KCt&amp;lt;l xaTioxu0av, xai dWcpepov 0u0ia&amp;lt;; xaTd TOV xaipov xai 6Xoxau-

TubuaTa, XTX. The first clause would therefore be in Hebrew: ^B3?o orrby ^BDx;i

yixn; the clause introduced by 2: JptrPl pn &amp;lt;lSP t

:2 Dn^P &quot;^x^ &quot;2; the begin

ning of the last clause : nityi 1P1S
1

? D&quot;n2| V^P ^v. The second nity of M should 25

be struck out. Cf, however, KLOSTERMANN, Gesch. d. Volkcs Isr. (1896), pp.

232 f. [If we do not alter the HO X of the Received Text we must read no\s X2

instead of no i X2 ; see my remarks on the passage in my paper On the Penitential

Psalm &quot;&amp;gt;e Profumiis,&quot; Hebraica, January 1886. P. H.]

(4) In Jtt the second half of v. 4 is evidently overburdened. Following i Esdr. 5,50 30

xai 0uoiac; xa0 rju^pav, ai; irpoofixov r)v, t3SC&amp;gt;p2
DV2 DV n^&amp;gt;1j;i

has been read. Cf.

Num. 29, 12-34. After 3^n22, rnina has been added, following i Esdr. 5,50.

(5) i Esdr. 5,51 has after Ton nty xai Guoia? oappdTuuv, /. e. mrac^ n^J?i Num. 28, 10.

Cf. 2Chr. 2,3; 8,13.

(8) In i Esdr. 5,55 we have an exact statement as to the day of the founding of the 35

Second Temple: xai 0:ueXuuoav TOV vaov TOU 0eou Tfj vouurjvia TOU beuT^pou

|ur)v6^ TOU beuTepou ^TOU&amp;lt;^ ^v TUJ ^X0eiv
ei&amp;lt;^ TV]V loubaiav xai lepou0aXr)Li = vno^l

o^n^i niu^ 0X123 n^n n:e*b 3tfn c nh^ inx D1&quot;2 o n^x ^2 nT (HDM?). The

divergences from Jtt in i Esdr. 5 , 56 & 59 are connected with this. Still, it seems

unadvisable to alter Jtt to correspond. 4

(9) This verse in ill has manifestly fallen into disorder. The names which stand at

the end of the verse should be connected, according to i Esdr. 5 , 56, with those

at the beginning. Before the first Vi2 a 1 should be inserted, following I Esdr.

5 , 56, and after the second VJ21 insert . . . * Vim For the third name rmT, one

is inclined to insert Jvnm, following Ezr. 2,40, or nnin, following Neh. 10,11.14; 45

Neh. 12,8, however, knows also a Levite clan Hivr. The similarity of the names

as written should be observed. According to Ezr. 2,40 we should expect here

further &quot;U2. I Esdr. 5. 56 appends to louba the addition ToO E(i)Xtabouv=|n^K(?).

For ntfj? read bty following (8 and i Esdr. Cf. BERTHEAU-RVSSEL, Die Biichcr

Ezra, Xehemia unit Ester2 (1887) pp. 37 f. 5

(10) i Esdr. 5,56 begins xai ibxobour|0av= U21

!, because the laying of the corner

stone has already been mentioned in v. 55. But .HI ID&quot; seems to be sufficiently

supported by vv. 11.12. Did VlB^l originally stand in the text instead
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2 the last name in Neh. 7,59 ]1tSN &quot;JD; &quot;ON -oa is here to be altered in accordance
with this.

(59) In i Esdr. 5,36
V

. . duo 0epjue\60 Kai GeXepaa?- f]Youuevo? auraiv XapaaGa-
Xav xal AXXap, (QL . . . OTTO OepueXer *ai GaXaa Kai Priaa xai Xepouptbdv Kcti

Euurip riYouuevoi auTuiv. AXXap = AAAAP = AMAP = 1D. In XapaaGaXav (Xe- 5

poupibav) is concealed pNl 3113. Hence for M NBhn bfi we should read ^rn

KBhri; for ill nax read 112x1, and add o.TBfon.

(61) For D Jnsn -jaw read n-|ei, following Neh. 7,63 and i Esdr. 5,38. i Esdr. 5,38
(5V has, before the names, the words oi ^u/rroiouuevoi iepuxjuvn.? Kai oux eup^er)-
aav, (DL oi ufETairoiouuevoi iepuuauvn? xai oux eupeenaav. It probably means: 10

Thty who had taken possession of the priesthood, and were not found (in the

list}.

i Esdr. 5,38 seems still to have read the woman s name: Airnav v Auretav
0L.

Eor
DB&amp;gt;,

at the end, read latf, following i Esdr. c

(62) For J D brrnsn read D torvns?: i Esdr. 5,39 &amp;lt;?v TUJ KaraXoxia.uLu
For i\\ iKyoi 161 read KSfia ^l, following i Esdr. 5,39 and Neh. 7,64.

(63) For & D Bhjpn-chSsie, i Esdr. 5,40 has TUJV dTtujv = D tfngn-
1

|e. The difference is

of some importance. According to A\ the persons referred to have no right to

partake of the most holy offerings, i. e., they do not receive the full rights of 20
priesthood (Lev.6,iof. 2if.

; 7,6f. ; 22,1-16). According to i Esdr. 5,40,

&

on the
other hand, they are given no right at all to the sacred dues which fell to the

The latter agrees perfectly with Ezr. 2,62; but the former seems to
z a mitigation of the decision given in v. 62. Moreover, it is doubtful whether,

at the time of composition of these lists, the distinction between holy and most 25
holy things had been established; cf. WELLHAUSEN, Composition dcs Hexatettchs,
pp. i6of. For these reasons the reading O Bhjsrno seems preferable.

In the last clause it is better to read, with Neh. 7,64, ]nsn instead of jpfe.
lr. 5,4if. has apparently preserved the text in a form that comes nearest to

^ oi bd TTdvre? naav (d) lapanX duo (buujbeKaeroOq Kai &amp;lt;hr avuj 30
&amp;gt;ujv KOI TuvaiK&v ^uptdbe? r^aaape? btaX iXtoi rpiaKoaioi ^Kovra ^

:1 iraibe? auTwv Kai iraibtaKai ^Tird XlXiube ? Kai TPiaK6aiot TpiaKOVTa fcurd
rai Kai vjmXTpiai biaKoaioi TeaaapaKOvra Trevre. The variant ^nj?n ^31 and

:i appears to underlie the beginning of v. 64. inw should be struck out
lead, further, inintpin m nate n^^ w niby D^^aa. In v. 65 we should 35strike out na^p, nV and Dnbl, and add, at the end, ntfeni n^aiK E

I n^bn read nnnbn, following (5 and I Esdr/s ,42 (B^avoi&quot; auxCuv the, e
nge is also required by the parallel expressions. For vv. 66 f. in general see

note on Neh. 7,66 f.

(69) to nrjis is
Connected by ffiL and i Esdr. 5,43 f. with the preceding clause v. 68 40

y in accord with the sense. Exr. 2
,
68 f. is worked over by the Chronicler.

omitted Neh.
7&amp;gt;7o, expanded v. 7 i by the addition of -W nwaa up to

d resumed the text of Neh. 7,71 with MW. Neh. 7, 73- has here dropped
y oversight the eye of the transcriber glancing from the end

&amp;gt;i v. 71 to the end of 72^ (D
&amp;lt;I

I

TN).
The surprisingly large number of drachmas, 61,000, is not known to i Esdr 5 44

^
y 1000 (mbaO-nfe This statement of JK is therefore subject to mani-

uspicion. See also on Neh. 7,71. As to drachmas and darks, see EDMB
v/., pp. ,95 ff.

[Cf. ibid. 69, n. 3]. Drachmas are intended here.
e onnya of * is meaningless; nor can one see what is intended by 50

* beginning beside fcn.*-te at the end. Hence the text of i Esdr!

TOO X uTT&quot; %
US :

.

Kal KaT^K{a0^ v oi ^P^? Kai oi Aeutrai Kai oi &amp;lt;!K

aXnu xai ev T^ xujpa, oi T lepoVd\Tai Kai oi TruXu.poi Kai uag
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(oi K =
&quot;&quot;COS) ; still, it must have fallen early into disorder, as clans and districts

are now confused together. The transposition effected in the text is intended

to make it approximate again to the original order.

The 133 33 would seem to be a clan; cf. 213 and &quot;3 3 Neh. 10,20, and the ex

pression ins 133, which, at the same time, shows that originally the list contained 5

two clans of this name. For this reason Neh. 7,33 is supplied after Ezr. 2,29.

(30) Cf. Neh. 10,21 tfP&quot;S3fi (lEsdr. 5,21 NeKpei?).

(35) The n3D &quot;33 according to iChr. 9,7 (Neh. 11,9), Neh. 3,3, are a clan; cf.

Mishnah, Taan. 4,5, where rtK3D is mentioned as a clan of Benjamin. [Contrast

ED. MEYER, op. tit., pp. 150; 154; 156, n. i
; 185. P. H.] 10

(20) With v. 20 begins the list of districts, introduced by &quot;B&amp;gt;3N
= oi K in I Esdr. 5 , 17 ff. ;

see on v. 29. Hence read in vv. 20.21 .24.25.26.33.34 &quot;t?3K for 33, following in

part Neh. 7 and i Esdr. 5, in part conjecture.

Read 1JV2 (or &quot;in JV2), following i Esdr. 5,17 (uioi) BarrripoOc, / . e. Jos, 15,59

(5A Bcu6np, i Chr. 6, 59 (5A Bcu96r|p, the often-mentioned Bether of the revolt of 1 5

Barkocheba under Hadrian. 4ft 133 is unintelligible; ]1J&amp;gt;3i
Neh. 7,20 is not

appropriate among the localities following; nor anywhere before v. 25.

(24) For ill niT, Neh. 7,28 and i Esdr. 5,18 (oi &amp;lt;?K Barrccauujv) had nit n 2.

(25) For &\ nns? nnp read nnj?
1

; rnj?, following Neh. 7,29.

(26) After m/as and nl13 there follow in i Esdr. 5,20 oi Xabtdacu xai Auuibioi 20

TerpaKoaioi eiKoai buo. It is uncertain what localities are meant. SMEND, Die

Listen der Ditcher Esra und Nehcmia (Basel, 1881), p. 16, compares with Xa-

bidacu the locality nehn Jos. 1 5 ,37
= Abaca i Mace. 7, 40. According to SCHLATTER,

Zur Topographic und Geschichte Palastinas, 1893, p. vi, Auuibtoi corresponds,

without violence to sound or sense, to DTIon. But the locality Modin which 25

he intends is called DTTiD in the Talmud.

(34) n3Bh D BW
nj3t_J?l n^Vj? &* is supplied after v. 34 from i Esdr. 5, 15 (uioi) KeiXctv

xai Alnra? feEr\icovTa girra. Mr\iaq would seem to be a scribal error for
Aan&amp;gt;&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;;.

Cf. Neh. 3, 17f.; 11,30.

(36) For v. 36, i Esdr. 5,24 gives oi uioi lebbou TOU uiou \r\aov ei? TOU? uiou? lava- 30

pet? = 3 1&amp;gt;

B&amp;gt;^ &quot;33^ P1B^_ ]3 yw 32. CANABGIC = GAIAC6IB ; cf. the Greek names

in i Chr. 24,12. Jit JVJJT appears to be correct, but the continuation in i Esdr.

5,24 can hardly be a pure invention.

(40) $&. rvnin 33
1

? &quot;wonpl,
but cf.

Neh. 7,43 nninV -33^ ^npV P^:&quot;33, and I Esdr.

5,26 uioi Inoou eiq Kobori\ou KCU Bdvvou Kai Zoubiou, and read ^&quot;enpb ^
. 33 35

(42) The first &quot;33 should be struck out, following Neh. 7,45 and x Esdr. 5,28.

(45) i Esdr. 5,30 f. has a number of names more than Ezr. 2 and Neh. 7, between

vv. 45 and 52. Some appear to be doublets; others, however, genuine elements

of the text. Unfortunately it is not possible to transcribe them with certainty 40

into Hebrew. In the following text taken from 6V the names presumably genuine

are printed in capitals: u. Axoub, u. OYTA (smj&amp;gt;? cf.
Ezr. 8,14; i Chr. 9 ,4), u.

Kr|Tap, u. AKKUPCI, u. lufJuei, u. Avav, u. KOYA, u. Kebboup, u. laeipou, u. Amaav,

u. Noepa, u. XAIEBA (K3t2? cf. Gen. 38, 5; Num. 25, 15. 18), u. KaZnpa, u. Oleiou,

u. Otvbe, u. AIAPA (mon, cf. 2 Chr. 34,22), u. BaaGai, u. Aaaava, u. Mavei, u. 45

Nacpeiaei, u. Axoucp, u. Axeifta, u. Aaoup, u. t^APAKEM-.

(46) The Qe
re O^c? has been preferred, following Neh. 7,48 ((5 IaXa(.iei).

(50) For the n p B3, see on Neh. 7,52.

(55) For A\ xnna read nnB, following Neh. 7,57 and i Esdr. 5,33.

(57) i Esdr. 5,34 furnishes eight additional names: u. lapuaOet, u. Meiaaiaq, u. Fa?, 50

u. Abbou?, u. loupa?, u. Aleppo, u. Bapuuben;, u. laqxrf. They indicate a gap

in JH, but cannot be referred back with certainty to Hebrew names^ known to

us. The last name in I Esdr. 5,34 u. A\\UJV = AAAQN = AMQN corresponds to
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(2) For M nnto read nnw, with Neh. 7,7 and i Esdr. 5,8 (V Zapouou, A
Zapeou).

For n$jn, Neh. 7,7 has rripri. This form of the name is supported by i Esdr.

5,8, (5V Pnacuou, (8L Ae|uiou.

After this name 3n3 should be supplied on authority of Neh. 7,7; i Esdr.
5,8, and ffiL in our passage.

For nsoo read rn&Dtt, following Neh. 7,7 and i Esdr. 5,8.
At the close of the list of names, Dnn?q should be added, following i Esdr.

5,8 TOJV TTpOriYOUU^VUUV CtUTWV.

Off.) [For the names in the following list as well as in Ezra8;io ; Neh. 3;7;io, cf.
ED. MKYKR, op. cif., pp. 141 ff., where the non-priestly families are given in alpha- 10
tical order. P. H.J

(5) The numbers are manifestly corrupt, as the sequence hundreds, units, tens
is contrary to the order used elsewhere. We should, therefore, emend at least
D Jtft D Bton, following Neh. 7,10 and I Esdr. 5,10. For the rest, the numbers
traditionally given in &amp;lt;fl have been left unaltered, although they differ both from 15
those given in Neh. 7 and also from those in i Esdr. 5, though not so greatly
from the latter. Only in the total number of the returning exiles is there agree
ment; cf. v.64. If we attempt to add up the data, we find that their total
taken individually, falls considerably short of the traditional total. It makes no
difference in this respect whether we reckon according to Ezr. 2, or Neh. 7, or 20

sdr. 5. This would seem to indicate: (a) that in the course of written trans-
sion of the list a number of the individual data have been lost; (6) that the

numbers of the individual data which still remain in the list are not textually
certain. These conclusions are abundantly confirmed by a comparison of all
authorities for the text. A few names can be conjecturally restored, as will 25
appear m the remarks subjoined. But no attempt has been made to correct
the traditional numbers. [ED. MEYER, Op. cit., p. 136 thinks that the numbers
were originally expressed in (Phoenician) figures; hence the corruption and con
fusion. P. H.J

(6) For M DKV read ari, following Neh. 7, 11 and i Esdr. 5, 11.

(10) For &amp;lt;J3 Neh. 7, 15 has 133 ; see on Neh. 7,15.
(16) The names of two clans seem to have been omitted after this verse- for in

r.5,i 5 f. we have the following additional data: uioi AWpou TerpaKomoi
: buo- uioi Avvek ^ardv e!? . The first clause would read in Hebrew

r#1 D ?ty Mb jfc-iK iw ,. For the pronunciation nw, cf. Neh. 10 18- Ez ir i 3:
Neh. 3, 19. The proper name of the second clause canno t be tran-

&quot;

Hebrew with certainty. According to the variant Avviaq in 0A n ,aan
:onjectured, cf. Neh. 10,24; we should then have: in! nti man V.&quot;

which follows in i Esdr. s, 16, uioi Apou, may correspond either to the
v. 19, or to the Din ^ in v. 32. As the uioi Xop^e i Esdr. 5, 12, when 40
ith v. 25 (Xapun - n-m Ezr. 2,39), certainly recall the mn of Ezr

2,32, the uioi Apou would seem to correspond to the Dtt n 33
(18) In Place of T,,,

&amp;lt; Neh. 7,24 has rpn with the same number (112) , Esdr
5,16 reads

Apaeupoypeie,
in A

Apmqppoupt.G; according to FRITZSCHE, Apmcpou-
iis extraordinary form, it would seem, should be separated into the two 45.ents Apoiq, = Apl cp

= ^n, and Oupe.6 or OuptG = Oupa = niv. Probably both
igmally in juxtaposition in the list. Is perhaps the name nnin

ncealed in mv? The correctness of the numbers is doubtful.
and 35 are inserted after v. i 9; for the list was originally so arranged,

II recognizable today, that, first, groups of families, or clans, were enu- 50
oups of dwellers in various districts. The clans were intro-

red x v ?
S y ~*- Thb f rmal distin^ion has been still better

1 in Neh. 7 and i Esdr. 5 than here; cf. Neh. 7 ,
26ff. ; i Esdr. 5 17 ff
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E. RENAN (Histoire du pcupk d Israel, iii, sigflf.) have offered the conjecture
that Sheshbazzar and Shenazar were one and the same person; rightly, perhaps,
according to the Chronicler s conception.

The following observations may serve to explain the peculiar name; I owe
them to Professor H. ZIMMERN, of Leipzig. 5

&quot;The second and third elements of the name -\tlVV almost certainly corre

spond to a Babylonian abal-u$ur= protect the son (abnl, Babyl. pronunciation
for apal, as in Babylonian Merodachfoladan as against Assyrian Tiglath/ilcsar
&c.); cf. especially the Greek form laaapaXaaodpri?, in which the /is still pre
served, while it has disappeared from -IX2D57, just as the r has in 1XNB^3 (= Bab. 10

Bel-sar-uqur). The N in -anew is dropped in the same way as in isnaira along
side of 1Sn212i. The name is, therefore, exactly analogous to Nabu-apal-u^ur
(Xebo protect the son) which became Napoiro\aaaap.

As to the divine name, which must certainly be assumed as the first element,
we might hesitate between Samas and Sin. The transliteration Wff in Hebrew 1 5

is in favor of Samas. [For &quot;VtMHV= Samas-a&at-ucur, see VAN HOONACKER in

the Academy of Jan. 30 92, p. 114; cf. CHEYNE ibid. (Feb. 6 92), p. 138;

J. D. PRINCE, Mene Mene Tekel Upharsin, Baltimore, 1893, p. 118. P. H.]
The m of Samas, z/ in the later pronunciation (cf. Kislimu =*&quot;fytt

t \\&ma = ara/i-

samna &c.) may have vanished as in Zaoabouxwo? == Samas-sitm-ukin, and in 20

laUN; (= Samas} in Hesychius. True, we should expect BW rather than w.
On the other hand, the Greek forms lava^aaoap, Xavauaaaap (lauavaaaap)

seem to point to the name of the Moon-god Sin as constituting the first element
of the name. But against this assumption militates the fact that in the names
which certainly contain that of the god Sin, 2&quot;nniD and t^3iD, D is used in both 25

instances, and not v. Consequently we should expect in the Hebrew rendering of

the name of this Assyro-Babylonian god a D for the Assyrian s. 1XN3P seems to be

exceptional in this respect. However, it is still debatable whether 3P really con
tains here the divine name Sin (JENSEN, ZA, vii, 177 would find it in 2Nitf also).

It should be added further that the Greek forms, such as lavauctcraap, Zaua- 30

vaaaap, are, perhaps, influenced by laXuavaffcrap (=nDXittbtr); the v, accordingly,

may have crept in thence, while it would be hard to explain whence the

second v in &quot;\yivv could be derived, if Sin and not Samas \\cre the basis.

[According to ED. MEYER, Die Entstehung dcs Judenthums, Halle, 1896, p. 77,

n. i, VAN HOONACKER S explanation, which has also been adopted by WELL- 35

HAUSEN, (nmtrt? = &amp;gt;m l

?2t?ttt? Samas-bal-u^ur &quot;O Sun-god, protect the
son&quot;),

is

not impossible, but the Greek form clearly points to Sin (Sin-bal-uqur, &quot;O Moon-

god, protect the son;&quot; cf. 1. c. 72.77, and the name &quot;iXtOtf i Chr. 3, 18, which is a

shortened form of 1S[^3]3). It might be well to add that the references to

ED. MEYER S new book were inserted after the Notes were in type. P. H.] 40

(10) In the place where the context requires a number, JH has the unintelligible

word n itfc, which is certainly due to an error, i Esdr. 2,10(12) reads in place
of it biaxiXioi = D^N. It is hard to say whether this number may really have

stood in the text, as the numbers in vv. 9-11 of M in general vary from those in

i Esdr. 2,9ff. (i2ff.). Instead of 30 in v. 9, i Esdr. (fiV has loco; the total is in ^11 45

4499, in i Esdr. (5
V

5469, while in (5L v. 1 1 it is missing altogether.

(n) For JH D &amp;gt;(?3 ^2 read D^srrVs, following &amp;lt;5 and i Esdr. 2,11 (13).

Instead of ill r6ian nibl n i Esdr. 2,11 (14) has oi.ua roiq K
Tf|&amp;lt;; cuxua\uuaia&amp;lt;;.

From this we may conjecture as the original text, ^ttfno D^1J?n.

5

(i) The spelling of the last syllable in the name ^W3^^1D3 is remarkable for the fact

that it renders the Assyrian pronunciation (Nabu-kudurri-u$ur\ and approxi
mates to the Greek form of the name Napouxok VO(JOP- So, too, in Jer. 49,28.



tntic&t Qtotee on

nibb

(1) For JH istt read
&quot;53,

which is attested by 2 Chr.36,22 and by both &amp;lt;5L b l(i aro-

|uaTO&amp;lt;; and lEsdr. 2,1 v 0T6ucm.
(2) torp &amp;lt;r6x is added, following i Esdr. 2,3. The context (cf. v. 3) seems to require

this addition.

(3) i Esdr. 2,3 6L-f 8? Trpo6u|ueiTcu TOU
TTOpi&amp;gt;ef|vm=ro^

Hagg. 2,3; Is. 43 ,22.

The words nbtwa n Dv6n Kin give flrima facie the impression of a gloss.
This is corroborated by the fact that they change their place in &amp;lt;5L here and
i Esdr. 2,3.

(4) Instead of tfi read Bb-i; i Esdr. 2,4 (6) ev b6aeai jueG nnruuv Kai KTHVIJUV. For

J1, cf. Mi. 1,13; iK. 5,8; Esth.8,10.14. [See, however, DELITZSCH S JVeuer
Coiiuncntar iiber die Genesis, 1887, p. 251, n. i.

(5) The h in ^b is the b emphaticum; cf. HAUPT, A new Hebrew particle in the
Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 114, July 1894, P- io?

b
. See also the

note on v 89, 19; Dr. I. M. CASANOWICZ S paper in the Proc. of the Am. Or. Soc.
t

April 1895, and GESEN.-KAUTZSCH26
, 143, e. P. H.]

1

*)9?&quot;^??;
but the vessels do not appear till v. yff. According to i Esdr. 2,6(8)

^oi6ouv (^or)0naav) ^v -rraaw, ^v dp-fupiuj KT\., we should read rippa ^ba or
perhaps better, *]D22 ^Sa.

Instead of Bto-ia read, as in v. 4, sfDia, following i Esdr. 2, 6 (8) xai dv iniroi?.
The close of v. 6 reads in i Esdr. 2 ,6 (8) &amp;lt;&v Kai euXaT? du? irXelffrais TroXXiDv

? ^p6n; L Kai euxaT? irXeiaraiq tLv fiT^pOn 6 voO? euGu?. The men-
the

freewill-offerings (euX ai, nnni) is certainly to be expected after v. 4.yFmy lib nii^ea?, accordingly, should probably be replaced by
1 25

(7)
as in v. 8; for the second

For the first toxin i Esdr. 2
, 7 (9) has

on the other hand, juer/iveYKe L, or u.
The name of the prince here mentioned varies remarkably in the tradition

-ii = iEsdr.2,ii.i 4; Ezr. 5 ,14.16= i Esdr. 6, 17. 19). Of the Greek 30
only &amp;lt;5A agrees with A\:

a0apa&amp;lt;wap(o{) WVV, If we compare
icipal forms given by the Greek Versions, we get the impression of a

shortening or mutilation of this proper name: laaapaXaaadpr,?
aap (lavapaaaap, Zava^aaaap, Ia,uavaaaaP , la^avaaaap), lapaadpt]?.

=r Apdaaapo?, Josephus, Antiq. xi, 1,3. Cf. also the name of the 35
t of David in iChr. 3 ,i8 n*ae&amp;gt; = Zaveaap, lavaaap. IMBERT (Le

reconstruct par Zorobabel, reprinted from the Muston, 1888-89) and
Ezra &quot;
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